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Fantastico!
This tournament was so well run! From the
grandstands, to the warm-up area under a big
tent to the large red carpet playing area, the
sound system the media coverage and of course
the warm and friendly people making sure
everyone was taken care of at all times. Clay, Lui,
Jumpi, Manu and all the Cota and Tequila staff
deserve the highest praises for an outstanding
event.  It was the largest crowd to witness an
FPA Worlds final as well as the largest
international participation ever.  Everyone who
was new to freestyle was literally blown away by
the high level of play and the openess of the
established players towards all the new players.
There were over 70 players - including more than
10 that had learned to play in the past 6 months!
 This may turn out to be the type landmark event
that helps transform a sport. What a tremendous
year this has been for freestyle!!!

Players came from 13 countries: Hungary (2),
Switzerland (3), Holland (2), Sweden (6), Norway
(1), Denmark (1), England (1), France (4), Israel
(1), Canada (1), Germany (1), Puerto Rico (1), Italy
(30+) and America (20+).

Not all the players competed but I think everyone
had a very memorable and wonderful time. The
wind was strong for the finals so teams had to
scramble a bit to hit their moves but the crowd
was very appreciative of the extra effort and
stayed until the end of the event. The number of
spectators at a single time was around 300-400,
and over the course of the weekend there was
well over 1,000 spectators.

When the final results were posted there were
many firsts...It was the first time an all Sweden
team made it to the Open finals of the FPA Worlds,
and the first time a Swedish team took top 3 in
Women, Sune is the fist player from Norway to
win an FPA World title, Clay’s 3rd place finish in
Open pairs was the highest finish ever by an
Italian at the FPA Worlds.   Congratulations to all
the winners and all the competitors for the great
spirit shown all weekend!  Also, props to Randy
Silvey who won the Spirit of the Jam award!!!

But the results and records took a back seat to
new friendships made and the great hospitality
shown by our Italian hosts - Grazie Italia!!!

Hope to see you next all again next year in Italy!

•TL

Farewell to
the Forum
by Bob Boulware

Rimini, Italy
September 5-7, 2003
by Tom Leitner

For those that haven’t heard, or have forgotten,
(or perhaps just waiting for the formal
announcement) the Forum will be discontinued
after this issue. Unfortunate as that sounds, it’s
really a positive move as the FPA is in the middle
of a remodeling that will redefine how this org
reflects current events and developments,
promotes itself, and spreads the jam.

This is a very exciting time for freestyle disc.
Largely due to a surge of interest in Europe,
events are exploding all over the world, and as
a result the demand for the transmission of timely
information has increased exponentially (as
there’s before, during and after data & media to
convey for every event). The Forum can no longer
do justice to the need for timely event reviews
and has fallen short of being an educational tool
due to lack of volunteer resources. But the upside
is that the FPA board is thinking intently about
how it can respond to these exciting times of
change, and trimming some of the fat is how the
FPA intends to stay in shape.

Continued on p. 27
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was very appreciative of the extra effort and
stayed until the end of the event. The numberof
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Each year for the last 25 North America has played
host to the FPA World Championships. Despite
playing for 27 years on the aforementioned
continent, the penultimate jam somehow
managed to elude me.  Even when it was held a
scant 2.5 hours away from my home, I was 2.5
days away by car. Finally, when the FPA’s made
its European debut did I manage to attend…when
my body was feeling too cantankerous to contend.
The Worlds in Rimini, Italy (where the streets may
not be paved with gold, but many of the gutters
are made of marble) marked the end of my 2nd
contract for holiday parks in England, where I
was doing juggling & Frisbee shows along with
disc golf classes for the kids.  The road to this
tournament was not an easy one.  Actually, for
me, it was fairly convenient; only, 4 countries
away.

Twas not so easy for my discs.  Since being in
England, I had split two High Ridges from side to
side, popped a hole in a sky styler, and severely
“wellished” an HDX.  Britain’s weather is cooler
than Florida by a long shot and apparently plastic
does not acclimate as do we carbon-based life
forms.

Practice for the event was pushed to the
extremes.  By that I mean either inside and
extremely calm or out on the beach and extremely
windy.  Either way, I didn’t practice enough.
Jumpi and PK babysat me through the registration
process and the “Jammers on the net” group was
invaluable in providing information that lead to
a smokin’ deal on a flight from London straight
into Rimini.

Upon touchdown at the Rimini Airport the
passengers applauded.  There was no such
response landing in London. Exiting the airplane
there was a warm welcoming breeze. Once inside
the Rimini aeroporto, I was made to feel right at
home when I stepped up to the information booth
which displayed a poster from the now famous
Paganello event and is now used to promote their
more than “fair” city.  Plus people drive on the
correct side of the road.  On the bus trip into the
city, we passed their stadium which displays their
mascot…the crabs.  That was a bit scary once I
discovered their nightlife

The red carpet on the playing stage was symbolic
of the welcome that Clay, Lui and company’s years
of experience would provide us. The overall
hospitality and enthusiasm of the 2003 FPA’s has
not been equaled by any Disc event in my 27
years of play.  The people of Rimini were not just
friendly but truly excited to have top players of

Scribblings from a World’s Virgin
Rimini, Italy
September 5-7, 2003
by Gregg Hosfeld

this “new” sport in their shops, hotels, and
shredding on their beaches.  Italians seem to
have perfected hospitality and never it has been
more evident. Nearly every thought of a friend
who was NOT in attendance was immediately
followed by…”Oh, he/she would be in heaven
here”.  One wonders who wouldn’t.

After a player party / dinner downtown on a
Friday night (around 1 am) we took a walk to the
town square (piazza) where a sidewalk market
was just wrapping up.   It was crowded with
peddlers of art, fruit, and a lot of people just
hanging about socializing. Someone who shall
remain nameless (Dori) decided to bomb a
skystyler across the market back to our group.
Within minutes, a dozen jammers were engaged
in a cross-market huck-fest with long accurate
throws that would have most disc golfers drooling
with envy.  At first the locals were perplexed and

a few were annoyed.  After a few throws the crowd
seemed to sense that there was nothing to fear
from the Frisbee wielding interlopers as they
arched sprawling flights around the huge statue
marking the center of the square.  An alley-way
that lead away from the square took us past a
few nightclubs and through a sea of young
beautiful people.  (At night, Rimini turns into
“libido central”) I’m not certain about the order
in which this happened, but God must have
accessed my brain’s hard drive and opened up
the female preferences folder to use as a blueprint
to create Italian women.  At least 1 in 10 is
absolutely stunning and the rest are merely
magnifico.  ITALIAN WOMEN ARE WEAPONS OF
MASS DISTRACTION!

After doing mini MTAs over an oscillating fan in
a small pub Israel’s Dori Yaniv was trying to take
a photo of us as we pointed behind him to instead
snap the woman who was dancing on the bar.
Shortly thereafter, he was showing her how to
delay a disc. I assume that inspiring a new player
was somewhere on his list of priorities.

Back on the beach…
Bleacher seating, tents, vendors, and swarms of
beach-goers eagerly awaiting the next combo
left no doubt that this was a bona-fide event that
didn’t just come together haphazardly.  Even
when competitive spirits were at their highest,
the mood remained blissful, but not in a sappy,
“Stepford wives” sort of way.

The overall hospitality

and enthusiasm of

the 2003 FPA’s has

not been equaled by

any Disc event in my

27 years of play.

(continued on next page)
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Finals day:
The wind conditions had been calm in the early
going but had steadily grown fierce and
unpredictable as the tourney neared its climax.
We all knew that we weren’t giving the audience
our best show, but the crowd was remarkably
positive through the entire 3 days of competition.
Kids with discs, hats and posters scurried from
player to player for autographs. Still and video
photographers surrounded the red carpet.  The
adjacent beaches were scattered with locals
trying out the new moves they had just witnessed,
including a 12 year old kid who easily pulled off
a nice tip COMBO…and smiles in every direction.

After the awards ceremony at a local hormonal
gathering (night club) several people headed
back to the jam area.  Most of whom continued
on…straight into the surf, sans clothing.  Wading
belly high, Sune passed around a victory cigar
to Pat M. who was immediately blindsided by a
wave, thus dousing the cigar and leaving him
struggling for balance.  At last count by an
unreliable source, 22 of  us dunked our privates
in the Adriatic, which was followed by a naked
gitis contest and some experimental modeling

of lingerie as headgear…Life is short, play naked!
By 3:30 am we had made our way back to the
red carpet and had begun playing Dulltimate, so
named because no running was allowed.  That
didn’t stop Bethany.  Everyone found their own
unique way to cheat.  Sune, who wasn’t even
playing, decided that his part would be to pull
his shirt over the head of anyone who had the
disc, effectively blinding them. Other strategies
included heckling, light tackling, groping, dancing
and falling over laughing.

Monday:
A light rain put off a few jammers for a post
tourney Z-dose. But if Pipo is playing, I’m there,
if only to watch.  Jake, Pat M., Dori, and Fabio
(new guy) rounded out our battle with the breeze.
One or two degrees of error would result in a
flight halfway back to the hotel. As the day
progressed the wind began to settle and I began
to drop much nicer combos.  Meanwhile, Pipo,
the Puerto Rican power player pulled a triple
gitis and a quint gitis catch.  (Yawn) After Jake
saved a restaurant from burning down because
of a shorted-out neon sign, we strolled into
another because Pipo saw a waiter spinning a
tray. By the end of the meal (and a few free drinks)
our waiters, Enrico and Mauricio were snapping
minis, pulling off front and back rolls, and working
on scarecrows. (against my better judgment)
Ever see the TV show King of Queens?  My last
girlfriend looked a bit like Leah Remini, but my
new love is Rimini.  Oh yeah, there was a
tournament too.  I wonder how I did?

Roaming Roma:
On the train to Roma I picked up a snack called
“Hit”, which is a product of the Mafioso cookie
conflict of late 1940s.  The more homophobic hit
men preferred to not give the kiss of death.
Cookies would suffice since they didn’t wish to
get emotionally involved.

Pat had missed his flight Tuesday morning so,
he accompanied Jake, Sara & I to Roma to visit
with Andrea (not a girl *&^%$#@!) Pitone and
see the sights.  Huge walks on Wednesday to
castles, fountains, and cathedrals This was
followed by a meeting in a nearby piazza for a
late night jam under the lights.

Half dozen Romans showed up to round out the
jam.  PK protégé, Lorenzo showed off his copious
turnover skills as people began to stop and gawk.
Some passing Americans yelled “Bravissimo!”
and Italians tried to stifle a “Holy Sh*t” as Pat
Marron snapped off a triple gitis on command
and on video.

Roma was the highlight of 2 solid weeks of
highlights. Just as one cannot possibly explain
the scale of the Grand Canyon, the beauty of
Roma must be seen to be truly appreciated. There
is something of interest around nearly every
corner. The city is huge but the pace is slow.

Walking is not as laborious as in most big cities.
Take a friend. Take Pictures.  Take video. Partake
of the vino.  Take your time.  Take deep breaths.
Take your heart home with you (if you can).

Viareggio:
Jake and Sara flew out Friday AM, leaving Pat and
I to take a train up to Viareggio for a beach
Ultimate tourney where the “stars” (well, we were
made to feel that way) of the FPAW were to do
demos.  Paul, the tourney organizer, picked us
up from the train station and chauffeured us to
our campsite where Arthur, Pipo and Tommy
Lightning had already made themselves at home.
The Arizona beach resort had set up a miniature
version of the red carpet (it was gray) for the
jammers and Ultimate players galore hustled
through the sand.   We did several demos of
freestyle along with some juggling and the crowds
grew with each exhibition.

Saturday was my birthday and I couldn’t have
asked for a better day.  I spent it on the beach in
Italy teaching kids (and some of the most
beautiful girls on the planet) how to tip, airbrush,
and belly flop on the sand. I held off on the
birthday celebratory libations until after the
evening demo with Pipo & Tom.  Once the info
got out that I would have to hold up yet another
finger when asked my age, (I’m up to 9 handfuls)
the drinks came at me from more angles than an
inland wind swirling around buildings.

Sunday morning was not pretty.  Oh, the weather
was outstanding.  However, I had no desire to be
either “out” or “standing”. Nonetheless, I packed
up and dragged everything to the site.  I started
slow but the mood of Viareggio was not to be
denied.  Arthur had silently departed leaving me
to try to keep up with Tommy in the pre-Ulitmate-
finals demo.  “Freestyler” rocked the beach as
we played the surprisingly consistent inland wind.
The Ultimate crowds were remarkably receptive
as were the locals, many of whom had returned
for the second day.  Fabrizio, owner of the Arizona,
presented Tommy and I with a bottle each of “the
good stuff” as he and we attempted to out
”gratzie” each other. Rimini’s CotaRica team, after
earning the runner-up position, found room for
both Tommy and I on their return trip to Rimini
on Sunday night. Clay & Lui graciously played
host & hostess once again.

Monday morning, I found my vision just a tad
blurry as the plane lifted off the tarmac.  So much
had happened; all of  it great.  In the past, I had
found myself envious of Tommy’s level of play.
Now I have something far greater to be envious
about…he’s moving to Italy!!  The scary thing
is…everyone says that Paganello is even better!
 If that’s possible, my lips may just swallow my
ears.  That’s a chance I’ll just have to take.  If
you’re not there, you can be jealous of ME!

Go ahead. I won’t mind.
•GH
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new love is Rimini. Oh yeah, therewas a
tournament too. I wonder how I did?

Roaming Roma:
On the train to Roma I picked up a snackcalled
“Hit”,which is a product of the Mafioso cookie
conflictof late 1940s. The more homophobichit
men preferred to not give the kiss of death.
Cookies would suffice since theydidn’t wish to
get emotionallyinvolved.

Pat had missed his flightTuesday morning so,
he accompaniedJake, Sara & I to Roma to visit
withAndrea (not a girl *&’\%$#@!) Pitone and
see the sights. Huge walks on Wednesday to
castles, fountains, and cathedralsThis was
followed by a meeting in a nearby piazza for a
late night jam under the lights.

Halfdozen Romans showed up to round out the
jam. PK protégé, Lorenzo showed off his copious
turnoverskillsas people began to stop and gawk.
Some passing Americansyelled “Bravissimo!”
and Italians tried to stifle a “Holy Sh*t” as Pat
Marron snapped offa triple gitis on command
and on video.

Roma was the highlight of 2 solid weeks of
highlights. Just as one cannot possiblyexplain
the scale of the Grand Canyon, the beautyof
Roma must be seen to betruly appreciated. There
is somethingofinterest around nearlyevery
corner. The city is huge but the pace is slow.

Walkingis not as laborious as in most bigcities.
Take a friend.Take Pictures. Take video. Partake
of thevino. Take your time. Take deep breaths.
Take your heart home with you (if you can).

Viareggio:
Jake and Sara flewout FridayAM, leaving Pat and
I to take a train up to Viareggio for a beach
Ultimate tourneywhere the “stars” (well, we were
made to feel thatway) of the FPAW were to do
demos. Paul, the tourney organizer, picked us
up from the train station and chauffeured us to
our campsite where Arthur, Pipo and Tommy
Lightning had already made themselvesat home.
The Arizonabeachresort had set up a miniature
version of the red carpet (it was gray) for the
jammers and Ultimate players galore hustled
throughthe sand. We did several demos of
freestylealongwithsome jugglingand thecrowds
grew with each exhibition.

Saturday was my birthdayand I couldn’t have
asked for a betterday. I spent it on the beachin
Italy teachingkids (and some of the most
beautifulgirls on theplanet) how to tip, airbrush,
and bellyflop on the sand. I held offon the
birthdaycelebratory libations untilafter the
eveningdemo with Pipo &Tom. Once the info
got out that I would have to hold up yet another
finger when asked my age, (I’m up to 9 handfuls)
the drinks came at me from more angles than an
inland wind swirlingaround buildings.

Sunday morningwas not pretty. Oh, theweather
was outstanding. However, I had no desire to be
either“out” or “standing”. Nonetheless, I packed
up and dragged everythingto the site. I started
slow but the mood of Viareggio was not to be
denied. Arthurhad silentlydeparted leavingme
to try to keep up withTommy in thepre-Ulitmate-
finals demo. “Freestyler” rocked the beachas
we played thesurprisinglyconsistent inlandwind.
The Ultimate crowds were remarkablyreceptive
as were the locals, many of whom had returned
for thesecond day. Fabrizio,owneroftheArizona,
presented Tommy and I witha bottle each of “the
good stuff” as he and we attempted to out
”gratzie”each other. Rimini’s CotaRica team, after
earningtherunner-up position, found room for
bothTommy and I on their return trip to Rimini
on Sunday night. Clay & Lui graciouslyplayed
host & hostess once again.

Monday morning, I found my vision just a tad
blurry as the plane lifted off thetarmac. So much
had happened; all of it great. In the past, I had
found myself envious of Tommy’s level of play.
Now I have somethingfar greater to be envious
about...he’s moving to Italy!! The scary thing
is...everyone says thatPaganello is even better!
If that’spossible, my lips may just swallow my

ears. That’s a chance I'll just have to take. If
you're not there,you can be jealous ofME!

Go ahead. I won’t mind.
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FPA Open Pairs
Rimini, Italy
Sept. 7, 2003
by Judy Robbins

As the afternoon wore on, the Open Pairs were
bearing down to face the challenging winds into
the early evening. The big audience was likewise
trying to stick it out  to see the finals in Open
Pairs.  My own personal thoughts had to be put
on hold in order to focus on the Open pairs, as
the wind had just rattled my emotions in the
round before and I was still in recovery mode
from being beaten into the sand from that! But
soon my own thoughts were overtaken by the
exciting and challenging play that was exhibited
by all of these consummate athletes.

Starting the round and ultimately finishing in 8th
place was Joakim Arveskar and Stefan Karlsson.
It was truely great seeing these two at a World
FPA Championships. Hopefully they’ll make it a
regular part of their yearly competitive focus
whether the World’s are in Europe or in America
in years to come. The tall men in black played to
a heavy beat of music and used double discs in
the strong winds. Some nice combinations that
were completed in these tough conditions were
Stefan’s spinning standing gitis pull-out or
Joakim’s spinning behind the back brush to
Stefan. Their choreography was evident, but they
couldn’t fully capitalize on their co-ops because
of the wind. Likewise, when the disc hits the sand
three times, it’s clear that the routine wasn’t
going to be memorable in the judges minds for
the top three spots.

Larry (fresh off of knee surgery) Imperiale and
Joel (still struggling with a back problem) Rogers
were up next, playing to The Who.  They opened
using a trio of self-set catches mirrored in a
syncopated style. The crowd seemed to really
back these two as they hit Joel’s crow brush to
Larry’s consecutive crow brush back to Joel’s
flying under-the-leg catch.  Larry took his time
re-revving the disc using his chopping overhand
mac and then doing his extended body roll
combinations.  He did impress the audience with
his successful completion of two consecutive
behind-the-neck guides to a roll into a flying gitis
catch.  Joel played a little more conservatively
than Larry, but managed to show some nice
moves disregarding the wind’s ire. With three
drops and one bobble, the team looked like they
had a chance to repeat their win from last year.
However, the judges thought differently, and only
rewarded them one place above where they had
been seeded, a sixth place finish.

Reto Zimmerman and Sune Wentzel were next to
play and wanted to seed bust if they could. They
chose to play to Meatloaf’s Bat out of Hell. The

wind seemed a bit calmer during their routine
that made the two play more confidently.  They
opened using a simultaneous combination of
moves.  The energy seemed quite good and you
could feel the crowd pulling for this European
duo.  Sune’s jump across Reto’s shoulders to
catch the disc between his feet seemed to really
move the audience. Also, Reto’s athletic prowess
with a flip onto the ground, a cartwheel delay or
even being flipped by Sune into the air with the
disc skyward, impressed the public. But a few
stumbling points like Sune’s missed gitis catch
or Reto’s missed cartwheel catch hampered the
movement of their finish. With a little more than
four drops, the judges awarded them with the
seventh place finish.

Going out seeded fifth was the local favorite,
tournament co-director and first time FPA World
competitor Clay Collera, with his partner Paul
(out-going President of the FPA) Kenny. The
energy was of course quite high with the local
crowd pulling for Clay and Paul. Presentation
was the strength of this routine as evidenced by
the opening.  Paul and Clay donned boxing gloves
and headgear. Paul came out as the defender
with a frisbee styled belt around him as Fernando
Botrugno,  in a shirt that looked like a female in
a skimpy bikini walked around announcing the
round 1 bout between Collera and Kenny. “Let’s
get ready to rumble” was heard as Clay and Paul
pulled mock punches on each other as
“Everybody Sweat Now” punctuated the hits.
Pulling off the gloves and having calmer winds
Paul showed his command of the turnovers in
these conditions. The music quickly became the
“Time Warp” from the Rocky Horror Picture Show
and Paul pulled out his machine-gun tipping
combinations into a nicely hit gitis catch. Clay
relied on his command of the pull set to various
multiple spinning combinations. One such
highlight was Clay’s beautiful double spinning
flying between the legs pull. However, as the end
of the routine neared, Clay had a mishap when
attempting to catch aflying gitis. He had landed
on his shoulder, badly injuring himself. The old
adage, “The show must go on” must have been
what Clay was thinking because he immediately
resumed play and finished the routine with Paul.
Even with the four drops noted, the judges
awarded this team with the highest points in
difficulty and they thought this routine worthy
of a third place.

The next team faced a stiff wind again. Dressed
in black and playing to classical strings opening
segued into “Back in Black” by AC/DC, Jake
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could feel the crowd pulling for this European
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witha flip onto the ground, a cartwheel delay or
even beingflipped by Sune into the air with the
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movementof theirfinish. With a little more than
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(out-going President of the FPA) Kenny. The
energy was of course quite high with the local
crowd pulling for Clay and Paul. Presentation
was the strengthof thisroutine as evidenced by
theopening. Pauland Clay donned boxinggloves
and headgear. Paul came out as the defender
witha frisbeestyled beltaround him as Fernando
Botrugno, in a shirt thatlooked like a female in
a skimpy bikiniwalked around announcingthe
round 1 bout between Collera and Kenny. “Let's
get ready to rumble” was heard as Clay and Paul
pulled mock punches on each otheras
“Everybody Sweat Now” punctuated the hits.
Pullingoffthegloves and having calmer winds
Paulshowed his command of the turnovers in
these conditions.The music quicklybecamethe
“Time Warp” from the Rocky Horror Picture Show
and Paul pulled out his machine-guntipping
combinationsinto a nicely hit gitis catch. Clay
relied on his command of the pull set to various
multiple spinningcombinations.One such
highlight was Clay's beautifuldouble spinning
flyingbetweenthe legs pull. However, as the end
of the routine neared, Clay had a mishap when
attemptingto catch aflyinggitis. He had landed
on his shoulder, badly injuringhimself. The old
adage, “The show must go on” must have been
what Clay was thinkingbecausehe immediately
resumed play and finished the routine with Paul.
Even with the four drops noted, the judges
awarded thisteam with the highest points in
difficulty and theythoughtthis routine worthy
of a third place.
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Gauthier and Randy Silvey planned a very flowing
routine accentuated by moves or catches on
several musical cues. There were several quick
sets to catches like Randy’s roll into a chin tuck
catch to a flip off the chin to Jake’s behind the
back catch. Or an exciting combination of Jake’s
distant throw into a consecutive backroll by
Randy that was rolled directly back to Jake’s
catch! Jake had many combinations to crow
catches, one of which was set by Randy to Jake’s
upside down crow catch. Randy threw a lot of
his patented double spinning combinations into
the mix hitting a particularly nice one that led
into a high-stepping double leg over catch ending.
Unfortunately, Randy’s double spinning
flamingoasis catch was too highly set for a catch
and the double spinning under the leg pull went
astray due to it hitting his extended foot. All in
all, the two finished up solidly. Yet the execution
errors (approximately seven deductions) in these
difficult conditions demoted this team to fifth
place. Obviously, the risk far out- weighed the
reward for attempting so many catches in these
conditions that afternoon...a lesson learned by
Jake and Randy.

Next out was Arthur Coddington and Dave Lewis.
These two looked quite foucused in their mission
as they played to Gun and Roses “Sweet Child
of Mine”. Opening with Dave’s spinning gitis
catch seemed to begin the routine solidly. What
followed, heated up the audience. Wind....what
wind? These two played as though there weren’t
difficult conditions present. Successfully pulling
off upside down behind the back passes, upside-
down puddle skids or even turnovers to upside-
down crow catches, these guys made the difficult
look easy! Dave’s spinning under the flamingo
brush back to Arthur’s bad attitude catch made
my hair stand up on the back of my neck.
Likewise, Arthur’s double spinning somersault
to a spinning crow catch made my curly hair
straighten right out! Dave felt confident enough
to pull a triple spinning flying under the leg catch.
But Arthur wouldn’t dream of letting Dave get
the best of the spinning game, as he attempted
the big quadruple spinning move. However, his
attempt fell slightly short to segue it into another
move and the recovery didn’t help when the
attempted bad attitude catch tumbled to the
ground. Yet the small errors didn’t faze this
focused team. They finished solidly with a set of
intricate coops leading to Dave’s final big crow.

With a total of two drops the judge awarded
Arthur and Dave the top honor of being the 2003
World Open Freestyle Champions once again.

Following up this team was quite difficult. Pat
Marron and Tom Leitner would have to play at a
perfection level exceeding what was exhibited
by Arthur and Dave. And what happened next
clearly came close. Playing to a politically charged
rap tune that professed “War on....” everything
by Michael Franti and Spearhead, Tom and Pat
would declare war on a jumpy wind. Tom opened
with a big yogi combination to Pat that was
dropped by the former. However, this didn’t
indicate the direction of this routine, as Pat pulled
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Gauthierand Randy Silveyplanned a very flowing
routine accentuated by moves or catches on
several musical cues. There were several quick
sets to catches like Randy's roll into a chin tuck
catch to a flip off the chin to Jake's behindthe
backcatch. Or an exciting combinationof Jake's
distant throwinto a consecutive backrollby
Randy thatwas rolled directly backto Jake's
catch! Jake had many combinationsto crow
catches, one ofwhich was set by Randy to Jake's
upside down crow catch. Randy threwa lot of
his patented double spinning combinationsinto
the mix hitting a particularly nice one that led
into a high-steppingdouble leg over catch ending.
Unfortunately,Randy's double spinning
flamingoasiscatch was too highly set for a catch
and thedouble spinning under the leg pull went
astray due to it hitting his extended foot. All in
all, thetwo finished up solidly.Yettheexecution
errors (approximatelyseven deductions) in these
difficult conditions demoted thisteam to fifth
place. Obviously,the risk far out- weighed the
reward for attemptingso many catches in these
conditionsthatafternoon...a lesson learned by
Jake and Randy.
Next out was ArthurCoddington and Dave Lewis.
These two looked quite foucused in theirmission
as theyplayed to Gun and Roses “Sweet Child
ofMine”. Opening with Dave's spinninggitis
catch seemed to begin the routine solidly.What
followed, heated up the audience.Wind....what
wind? These two played as though thereweren't
difficult conditions present. Successfully pulling
off upside down behindthebackpasses, upside-
down puddle skids or even turnovers to upside-
down crow catches, theseguys made thedifiicult
look easy! Dave's spinning under the flamingo
brush backto Arthur's bad attitude catch made
my hair stand up on the backof my neck.
Likewise, Arthur'sdouble spinning somersault
to a spinning crow catch made my curly hair
straighten right out! Dave felt confidentenough
to pull a triple spinningflyingunder the leg catch.
But Arthurwouldn't dream of letting Dave get
the bestof the spinning game, as he attempted
the bigquadruple spinning move. However, his
attempt fell slightlyshort to segue it into another
move and the recovery didn't help when the
attempted bad attitude catch tumbled to the
ground. Yetthe small errors didn't faze this
focused team. They finished solidlywitha set of
intricate coops leadingto Dave's final bigcrow.

 

With a total of two drops the judge awarded
Arthurand Dave thetop honor of beingthe2003
World Open FreestyleChampions once again.

Following up thisteam was quite difficult. Pat
Marron and Tom Leitner would have to play at a
perfection level exceedingwhat was exhibited
by Arthurand Dave. And what happened next
clearlycame close. Playingtoa politicallycharged
rap tune thatprofessed “Waron....” everything
by Michael Franti and Spearhead, Tom and Pat
would declare war on a jumpywind. Tom opened
with a bigyogi combinationto Pat thatwas
dropped by the former. However, thisdidn't
indicatethedirection of this routine, as Pat pulled
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a beautifully set double spinning flying gitis catch
in the middle of the routine. Likewise, Tom’s triple
spinning behind the back pull to a double
spinning catch proved that the wind wouldn’t
shake up this team too much. Tom would also
showcase his mastery of against-the- spin pull
combinations. The two took a few risks (like Tom’s
bad attitude foot brush) and was able to hold it
together with nice simple catches. The three co-
op ending was straightforward and not too
difficult. But the nice Siamese catch behind the
knees solidified their finish. In an interview with
Tom after the competition, they had only planned
nine co-ops and the rest was improvised due to
the unpredictably of the wind. This plan obviously
worked out. With four drops, the judges awarded
them second place.

The final team up and the guys who scored the
highest in the semi-final round was Dave Murphy
and Ted Oberhaus. They clearly had a shot for
winning this event. They both knew what had to
be done. They would have to replicate what they

successfully had done the day before. Play solidly.
At 9:00pm, you would think the wind would have
eased a bit, but it was still as cranky as it was
from the outset of the afternoon. Playing to Cherry
Poppin’ Daddies’ “Zoot Suit Riot”, Dave and Ted
swung into action. The beginning of the routine
saw several successful passes to open. This set
the team on the right track. Ted demonstrated
his control skills doing a slow motion backward
somersault while delaying the disc. Dave took a
few risks with footbrushing and was able to seal
in the adverse conditions. Ted’s standing gitis
shoot to Dave’s behind the back swoop set to
Ted’s standing gitis catch was quite tasty. Even
when things seemed to go astray, like a triple
spin by Dave into a “the” save, only was cleanly
finished with a larger than life flying gitis that
Dave is reknowned for. Finishing strong with Ted’s
jump across Dave’s shoulders to trap the disc
between his feet was a solid end. These two
played conservatively in some cases, but with 2
drops and several .1 deductions, they finished
second to Arthur and Dave in execution. However,
it wasn’t enough in presentation or difficulty to
pull them up to the top three teams. The judges
awarded them a fourth place finish. What an end
to a fantastic weekend.
A Toddy Moment at FPA Worlds
Toddy Brodeur

One of my best memories of this years worlds:
It was Saturday afternoon and there was a huge
break in the schedule, a full 2-3 hours. I couldn’t
believe it. It was another reason why this event
was so wonderful. My co-op partners wanted to
“work” on a routine, probably a good idea. Many
other competitors were resting. I noticed it was
perfect wind down by the beach and the Frisbees
were flying. I managed to sneak away from the
competition area and down to the beach. I
counted 6 different full on mob up, each with 5-
6 players. I started at one end and busted in
every jam for 10-15 minutes each. I had so much
fun, it brought me back to when I was first starting
out. The first couple jams were all clock, then
the one in the middle of the beach was all counter.
These guys could take clock but they preferred
counter for their beach game. The real amazing
part was that I had never met most of them, I
had been to Paganello before but these guys
were all new Jammers.  They didn’t enter the
tournament.  They were just there because they
love the sport. Rodney, Bethany, Randy and
others had joined in to the various groups sharing
the love. The love of the play, the love for each
other, the love you receive, the love
you give. This was a special happening for all of
us.

•JR

...Dave’s behind the
back swoop set to
Ted’s standing gitis
catch was quite tasty.

Rimini is Federico Fellini’s home and birthplace.
A harbor/resort town for Europeans , mainly
Italian. One of its charms is that there are no
Americans there. At least 40-50 beaches filled
with umbrellas and lounges. When I arrived a
couple of days early the white caps were up, the
site was under construction. I couldn’t believe
all these structures were being set up for us.
Large light standards, white peaked booths on
both sides, grandstands and a huge arched truss
structure were being assembled. Was that for us
as well? A small wooden platform directly on the
sand was awaiting carpeting. I love the wind, but
I was content with watching Dave Lewis showing
Matteo, newest of the Italian jammers, the art of
tipping and he was picking it up super fast. I was
expecting to see neophyte Italian jammers
struggling and learning, but they were well past
that and showed impressive disc skills beyond
my expectations. The wind stopped entirely for
the prelims and after some pool changing
(apologies to Steve Scannell and Rick Williams,
who got squeezed, the FPA World’s started.

Steve Hayes and I made it to the semi’s.  I wanted
a t-shirt that read “No Routine” on the back.
Everyone else seemed well prepared and this set
up a big day for Saturday. That Friday night TL
and I talked about dinner. Soon Lui and john
Titcomb shuttling about 60 people to Marco’s for
seafood. Too many people for the return shuttle
had us walking out at midnight thru the “old
town” until we came across the large plaza filled
with artists packing up their wares. It didn’t take
long before Dori and Gary Aurbach and all of us
were winging the skystyler from one end to the
other. Led by Clay in a black Vespa helmet and
red plaid kilts the disc was careening off the old
brick buildings around the sculpture of the pope.
I was praying we wouldn’t knock off the relatively
small cross on the papal hat. The plaza was still
filled with lots of people hangin’ out and I
thought,” I bet these folk have never been this
alert at 1 am in this plaza.”. I left a large group
who carried on until 3 am.

Being crusty and up first Steve and I got the
crowd, about 350, fired up and the semi’s were
under way. Steve hit 2 triple spinning catches
and I showed off the old “Venice moves”. So
many good teams were going to get cut to make
up the final 8. Laerbs, one week away from knee
surgery, and Joel, still nursing a bad back, played
solidly and were set to defend their pairs title.
Reto and Sune put together a routine quickly and
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showcase his mastery of against-the-spin pull
combinations.The two tooka few risks (likeTom’s
bad attitude foot brush) and was able to hold it
togetherwith nice simple catches. The three co-
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knees solidifiedtheir finish. In an interview with
Tom after the competition, theyhad only planned
nine co-ops and the rest was improvised due to
the unpredictablyofthewind.This plan obviously
worked out. With four drops, the judges awarded
them second place.
The final team up and the guys who scored the
highest in the semi-final round was Dave Murphy
and Ted Oberhaus.They clearly had a shot for
winningthisevent. They both knew what had to
be done. Theywould have to replicate what they
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At 9:00pm, you would thinkthewind would have
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from theoutset oftheafternoon. PlayingtoCherry
Poppin’ Daddies’ “Zoot Suit Riot”, Dave and Ted
swung into action.The beginningof the routine
saw several successful passes to open. This set
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his control skillsdoing a slow motion backward
somersaultwhile delayingthe disc. Dave took a
few risks with footbrushing and was able to seal
in theadverse conditions.Ted’s standing gitis
shoot to Dave's behindthe backswoop set to
Ted’s standinggitis catch was quite tasty. Even
when thingsseemed to go astray, like a triple
spin by Dave into a “the”save, onlywas cleanly
finished with a larger than life flyinggitis that
Dave is reknowned for. FinishingstrongwithTed’s
jump across Dave's shoulders to trap the disc
between his feet was a solid end. These two
played conservatively in some cases, but with 2
drops and several .1 deductions, theyfinished
second to Arthurand Dave in execution. However,
it wasn't enough in presentation or difficultyto
pull them up to the top threeteams. The judges
awarded thema fourth place finish. What an end
to a fantasticweekend.
A Toddy Moment at FPA Worlds
Toddy Brodeur

...Dave’s behind the
back swoop set to
Ted's standing gitis
catch was quite tasty.
One of my best memories of thisyears worlds:
It was Saturday afternoon and therewas a huge
break in the schedule, a full 2-3 hours. I couldn’t
believe it. It was anotherreason why thisevent
was so wonderful. My co-op partners wanted to
“work”on a routine, probably a good idea. Many
othercompetitors were resting. I noticed it was
perfect wind down by thebeachand the Frisbees
were fiying. I managed to sneak away from the
competition area and down to the beach. I
counted 6 different full on mob up, each with 5-
6 players. I started at one end and busted in
every jam for 10-15 minutes each. I had so much
fun, it brought me backto when I was first starting
out. The first couple jams were all clock, then
theone in the middle ofthe beachwas all counter.
These guys could take clock but they preferred
counter for theirbeachgame. The real amazing
part was that I had never met most ofthem, I
had been to Paganello before but these guys
were all newJammers. They didn’t enter the
tournament. They were just there becausethey
love the sport. Rodney, Bethany,Randy and
others had joined in to thevarious groups sharing
the love. The love of the play, the love for each
other, the love you receive, the love
you give. This was a special happening for all of
US.

ojR

 

Z-Backstory
of Rimini
September5-7 2003
by Z Weyland

Rimini is Federico Fellini’s home and birthplace.
A harbor/resort town for Europeans , mainly
Italian. One of its charms is thatthere are no
Americans there.At least 40-50 beachesfilled
with umbrellasand lounges. When I arrived a
couple of days early thewhite caps were up, the
site was under construction. I couldn’t believe
all these structures were beingset up for us.
Large light standards, white peaked boothson
bothsides, grandstands and a huge arched truss
structure were beingassembled.Was thatfor us
as well? A smallwooden platform directly on the
sand was awaitingcarpeting. I love thewind, but
I was content withwatching Dave Lewis showing
Matteo, newest of the Italian jammers, theart of
tipping and he was picking it up super fast. I was
expecting to see neophyte Italian jammers
strugglingand learning,but theywere well past
thatand showed impressive disc skillsbeyond
my expectations. The wind stopped entirely for
the prelims and after some pool changing
(apologies to Steve Scannell and Rick Williams,
who got squeezed, the FPA World’s started.

Steve Hayes and I made it to thesemi’s. I wanted
a t-shirt thatread “No Routine” on the back.
Everyone else seemed well prepared and thisset
up a bigday for Saturday. That Friday night TL
and I talked about dinner. Soon Lui and john
Titcomb shuttlingabout 60 people to Marco’s for
seafood. Too many people for the return shuttle
had us walkingout at midnight thru the “old
town” untilwe came acrossthe large plaza filled
withartists packingup theirwares. It didn’t take
long before Dori and Gary Aurbach and all of us
were winging the skystylerfrom one end to the
other. Led by Clay in a blackVespa helmet and
red plaid kilts the disc was careeningoff the old
brick buildingsaround the sculpture of the pope.
I was prayingwe wouldn't knock off the relatively
small cross on the papal hat. The plaza was still
filledwith lots of people hangin’ out and I
thought,” I bet these folk have never been this
alert at 1 am in thisplaza.”. I left a large group
who carried on until 3 am.

Being crusty and up first Steve and I got the
crowd, about 350, fired up and the semi’s were
under way. Steve hit 2 triple spinning catches
and I showed off theold “Venice moves”. So
many good teams were going to get cut to make
up the final 8. Laerbs, one week away from knee
surgery, and Joel, still nursing a bad back, played
solidlyand were set to defend theirpairs title.
Reto and Sune put togethera routine quicklyand

(continuedon nextpage)
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pulled it off. Clay and Paul were spinning and
flying, Tommy, Pat Marron, Murph, Pipo, Silvey’s,
Ted, Judy, Sanchez’s, Krugers all were shredding.
Hos ended the day with a crowd pleasing juggling
performance, he was in the zone, awesome. Most
impressive were the Italians, Andrea, Lorenzo,
Alessandro, the Milan crew and more kept
showing up on Sunday. Simone and Marco not
even competing stepped onto the red carpet
during warmups and had everyone saying “Who
are these guys?” as they cranked big spin and
and pulled off huge bad attitude sticks. The day
got dark the crowds left and the jam continued
under the lights until...?

Sunday was the finals so that meant the wind
was back (White caps), but the first few hours
were warm and all were in bikinis or speedo
soakin’ up the rays. The early seeds had a tough
time with the buffeting winds, but the crowd was

more than appreciative. These fans applauded
hard for the attempts even if there was a drop.
As the clouds rolled in, everyone scramble for
more clothes. 3rd seed in the pairs finals Dave
and Arthur ignored the wind and did there difficult
routine with great aggressiveness. In coop with
Dave Murphy they tried to stick to there routine
but he winds gave them some fits. and that
allowed Sune, Paul and Tommy to adjust, be
more spontaneous and take the top spot., very
hein.

Kudos go out to the organizers and all the
jammers , especially those that were there to
participate who knew they weren’t going to win
but were there to spread the jam. Great moments
like Gary A teaching the little ones or teaching
the Swedish girls Linda 16, and Carolina 15, all
the contortions of “monster”, etc. The mixed
routines, Randy’s face when he got the “Spirit”
award and Ted’s quad and dive off the platform
make great memories.

The questions that remain are:
1. How does Cindy Kruger dance and party all
night then shred the next morning? The same
could be said about the whole Seattle gang.
2. How is the FPA going to make viable non-
judgemental divisions so that all these new
jammers are rewarded and validated. We can’t
ask them to wait 10 years for feedback ie pos
itive results in competition.

My last impression was Jake (Oregon), Pat,
(Minnesota), Pipo (Puerto Rico), Sarah,(Seattle),
Greg Hosfield (Florida), and I walking down the
Blvd. in the rain until I saw a waiter out of the
corner of my eye pididdling a tray. We all stopped
and invaded the restaurant. After some prelims
the tables were pushed back and and a full
instructional session started. Jake was showing
him how to pididdle under the leg and how to
flip catch. Pipo was showing the waitress how
to rotate shakers like fighting
knives, Hos is in full “Miniac” mode and the rest
of us are chasing minis around. I left at Midnight
as all were headed upstairs to dance.

Rimini Rocks! I hope to return.
•ZW

The early seeds had
a tough time with the
buffeting winds, but
the crowd was more
than appreciative.
These fans applauded
hard for the attempts
even if there was a
drop.

Good morning Freestylers!

FPA is finished and some of you are in Italy,
(Venice? Florence? Rome?...) some of you are at
home...

Me & Clay work, but only with body, not with
mind: my chief spoke to me today: “Ehi, Lui, this
is office, not the beach, come here, please!!!”

But:
a. Arthur Coddington dance sexy at the Coconuts
Sunday night....
b. 50 freestylers play on the red carpet Saturday
night, and are not American, but Italian, and I
don’t know all: there come from Trieste, Teramo,
Milano, Roma....
c. Dan “Piccolo” work with me with a feeling
incredible...
d. the kiss of Bethany & Rodney during the show...
e. the big hug for me, from freestylers, in the big
gazebo...
f. all the presents, and the words of Lisa & Cindy
sunday night...
g. the emotion of Randy for spirit of the game...
h. Matteo that play with Lisa & Randy...
i.  European & Mediterranean Jammers, from
Savaged, France, Sweeden, Denmark, Germany,
Svizzera, Norway, Israel!
j. Judy that cry (and me & Clay too...) Sunday
night....
k. the show of Ciakka Uakka..
l. Clay...my Clay 3° open...
m. the show of Dave Murphy, Dave Lewis & Arthur
in semifinal coop: some minutes of poem...
n. Sara Zimmermann...
o. the emotion of Paul K...
p. and other, other thinks in my mind...

It is impossible now write all that is FPA for me:
freestyle, the best freestyle...and freestylers, the
best freestylers...but, 1st place:  the feeling, the
best feeling....

Thank you, Jammers, for that. FPA is, for me, a
long, incredible, beautiful dream..
You have a good day, or night, my friends...

•LC

Simone and Marco
not even competing
stepped onto the red
carpet during
warmups and had
everyone saying
“Who are these
guys?” as they
cranked big spin and
  pulled off huge bad
attitude sticks.

FPA Worlds
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Dear friends in the Frisbee Family:

Rodney and I just returned from Italy on Saturday
night. We had another week of Italian holiday
after the fabulous, incredible 2003 FPA Worlds
in Rimini, Italy.

I have been wanting to write something for the
jammers listserve ever since the tournament
ended, but have been short on time and
overwhelmed by trying to decide where to start,
how to approach describing such a wonderful
event.  I think that Z, Tommy, Lui and Mateo have
done a good job, but I’d like to add my two cents.
‘Sorry it’s so long, but there was a lot to say :)

(FIRST AND FOREMOST) THE LOVE

Love was everywhere: love of the sport, love of
the jammers, love of learning new moves, love
of teaching new moves and inspiring new players,
love of being on the beach - in Italy (!!!). There
was even a mixed pairs routine done to a medley
of love songs.

The organizers (see below) clearly loved putting
the tournament on, and the freestyle community
responded in a big way. There were tons of new
jammers at the tournament, some who entered
the competition and many others who soaked it
all up, and jammed their hearts out. It was such
a thrill to see dozens of new jammers down at
the water’s edge, or on the stage before or after
competition, rolling, brushing, spinning and
grinning. It made my heart sing. (ahh, the love)

THE ORGANIZATION

Italian jammer extraordinaire Clay Collera and
his wife Lui, in concert with Cota & Tequila
Production, which I think is Jumpi’s company,
know how to put on an event! Oh my goodness.

Rodney and I had participated in the freestyle
portion of the 1998 Paganello tournament. It was
the first time that freestyle was part of the
competition at Paganello. Back then, there were
800 ultimate players and about 15 freestylers
competing at Paganello, and the organizers did
a fabulous job, taking care of everyone’s needs,
and making the tournament wildly fun for all
participants.

So we knew that this tournament would be no
exception. We were not disappointed. Wow.
Everything was well planned, and well run.

FPA 2003: What a long, wonderful trip it’s been
by Bethany Sanchez

THE WORKERS:

• Lui and Jumpi were the most visible,
coordinating all aspects and alternating with
each other in the microphone, generating a huge
crowd and keeping them interested in what was
coming up. They, along with Clay and others,
were responsible for lots and lots of pre-
tournament preparations, and all their work paid
off in the form of an extremely well run event.
• Rash (I think this is the nickname for someone
named Pipo), who also had excellent English
skills, was a behind the scenes computer person
and numbers guy. Among other tasks, he got the
competition results posted on the web site (and
at the tournament site) within minutes of the
end of competition.
• Paul Kenny and Arthur Coddington helped
immensely with logistical tasks, both before and
during the tournament.
• Dan Magallenes worked non-stop during the
three days, coordinating the music, timing and
introductions.
• Others helped Dan with the music and timing,
helped out with registration and food, sold
tournament t-shirts, shorts, discs, wine, beer,
pizza, crepes, and other misc. fun things.
• Judy, Randy, Jake, Rodney and I acted as head
judges for the events. Judy had the biggest task,
running Open Pairs, especially on Friday, when
four pools competed in the Festival format, and
she not only head-judged, but did timing.

THE PLAYERS’ PACKAGE

included dinner on Thursday night, free bottles
of water, free pizza and a beverage each of the
next three days, discounts for other food options,
a beautifully-designed t-shirt, colorful flip-flops,
a full-color poster for the event, and other fun
stuff I am forgetting.

The crowds,especially at the peak times, but
even when the weather was uncertain, were huge
and very appreciative. Not just in the bleachers,
but ringing the entire field, they clapped even
when the disc was dropped.  They seemed to
understand that what had been attempted was
difficult, and that it deserved credit, even if it
was not caught. After routines, little kids would
run up to competitors, asking them to autograph
their discs.

THE SITE

was the most impressive I have seen for a
freestyle tournament. There was a good-sized
wooden carpet-covered stage on the soft sand

on the beach. To the north of the stage was the
player’s tent, a substantial, huge wooden-floored,
side-less tent for stretching, watching and
warming up. Next to it were a couple of vendor
tents.

On the west side of the stage was a big section
of bleachers, which Jumpi said seats 500. At the
southwest corner was the sound booth - yes,
that’s right, an actual small structure where Dan
the Magman and his assistants worked their
magic. Lining the south side of the stage was
another long tent for the judges, with tables and
chairs; and behind that, on the other side of a
walkway were a few more vendor tents and a tent
where competitors could change their clothes.

THE COMPETITION

We missed having Lori, Mary, Mandy, Beth, Tita,
Stacy, Amy, Dave, Irwin, Rob, Joey, Doug, Danny,
Dan, Steve, Matt, Skippy, Bill, Butti, Chip, Peter,
Jamie, Alan and all the other competitors who
could not make the trip. They would have loved
being there, reconnecting with many, and meeting
all the Europeans who had come to play.

Stephan Karlsson, Joakim Arveskar, Jan Eckman,
Roland Karlsson, Sune Wenzel, and Reto
Zimmerman returned to the stage at the FPA
Worlds, and their play reminded us all why we
knew that the Europeans have got a LOT to share.
Sune and Reto, in particular, shredded the field,
both in their pairs routine, and separately, in co-
op. North Americans Z Weyand, Gary Auerbach
(the ever-graceful), and Greg Hosfeld played at
their first Worlds in a while  It may have been the
first time that John Titcomb, he of the newly
perfected double spin, has competed in an FPA
Worlds.

Clay Collera was new to the FPA Worlds, but not
to competition. I remember his three distinct,
theatrical routines at WFDF in England in 1990
(or was it 1989?). This year, he shredded his way
onto the 2003 FPA Worlds Open Pairs podium
with Paul, and had a fabulous co-op routine as
well. Clay’s co-op partners, Lorenzo Apriani and
Fernando Botrugno, from Roma, impressed me
with their open pairs routine too. Greg and Ivan
from Amsterdam, Enrico from Milano, and Mateo
from Rimini were others who made a distinct
impression on the red carpet.

The women’s field was small, with just eight of
us competing. But those who were there
represented the sport well.  Anne and Judy’s
difficult routine was a pleasure to watch. We were

(continued on next page)
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all delighted by Karilina Hagenbjork and Linda
Almliung Torngren, two Swedish teenage Ultimate
players who had a choreographed routine with
LOTS of variety and innovation. I thought that
maybe Roland or Stephan had coached them,
but was told that they had put the routine
together on their own. Wow. Watch out for those
two bundles of energy! Sara played well with
Steve Hays in Mixed, and hooked up with the
Swedish women for Co-op. Lisa and Cindy’s
winning routine also had difficulty, as well as an
indescribable flow. To me, their routine
epitomized what a women’s freestyle routine
should be.

THE PARTIES

I seem to be running out of steam, just when the
subject matter is getting interesting. But I’ll try
to give you a flavor of what I experienced. Randy,
Lisa, Rodney and I arrived together in Rimini
Thursday afternoon. We went immediately to the
beach to jam, and got in some great play. That
night, Lui et. al. had an Italian dinner for us - right
at the site, complete with primi, secundo,
contorni, e (of course) vino! Some of us couldn’t
stop playing, so they took over the red carpet,
entertaining the rest of us as we ate our dinners
and chatted. I was pleased to see not only Reto,
but Regula and their daughter Sarah. Jan couldn’t
bring Nina and the baby, but I did get to see
pictures.

On Friday, our Italian jammer friends Stephano
(a.k.a. “Tistee”) and Maurizio, who we had met
in Milan in 1998, arrived, and they had dinner
with us that night, along with Z, Joel, Reto, Rugula,
Tommy, Ivan and about 55 others. We took over
the covered, outside seating area of a downtown
Rimini place known for its fish and seafood.
Somehow, after multiple, multiple courses and
a couple of bottles of complimentary limoncello
per table, our bill came to only between $12 and
$15 Euros apiece. Afterward, we all walked
through the city, over the bridge that the Romans
had built centuries ago, and created the piazza
(plaza) disc-hucking experience Z described in
his email. Dori instigated it, and the rest of us
had no problem joining in the fun.

Saturday night, people split up for their dinner
and partying.  Most people had dinner right at
the site, as Lui and Clay organized orders to be
delivered from a nearby café. Rodney, Joel, Larry,
Tistee, Maurizio and I had an outstanding meal
at Casa Collonicha (or something like that), a
place we had loved in 1998. Afterward, we went
back to the tournament site, where folks were
still jamming up a storm. Others were simply
hanging out chatting in small groups. It was a
warm, mellow evening.

Sunday night, the party took place at an
inside/outside dance club across the street from
the tournament site.  We got the award

presentations completed just in time before the
professional dancers took over the stage.
However, lots of us also got up and shook our
hips, providing at least as much entertainment
for the non-disc Italian crowd as those who had
been paid to come and dance. One of my distinct
memories is of Gary, with Linda and Karolina -
one on each arm. As the club was closing down,
we decided that it was time for a little dip in the
ocean. The water was warm, and we had some
fun naked frolicking, and energy circles in the
sea. Some un-named Seattle women showed us
how to dry off without the benefit of a towel: run
naked up and down the beach!

After we were all dressed, we headed back up to
the red carpet, where an impromptu game of
walking Ultimate took place. Sune somehow took
on the role of the devil, running to pull his t-shirt
over the head of whoever had the disc, regardless
of which team they were on. Finally, we decided
that we’d had enough for now, and headed back
to the hotel at 5:00 am.

THE COUNTRY

The partying had actually started for Rodney and
me way before the tournament, and it continued
after the tournament. We spent a month in Italy
in March/April 1998, and three weeks this time.
To me, Italy is enchanting - a magical country of
art, style, beautiful countryside, wonderful food
and wine, centuries-old traditions, a musical
language, and beautiful and passionate people.

We had the opportunity to start our trip in the
north, staying in the Titcomb home in Porlezza,
a stunningly beautiful small town on a lake in the
mountains near Switzerland. John was a
wonderful host, and while there, we had possibly
the best bottle of wine ever - a Poliziano 2000
Vino Noble di Montepulciano. Three superb nights
in the medieval hill town of Perugia were next,
followed by a visit to our friend Ludovico, who
lives in a farmhouse in Tuscany, just outside of
Siena.  We had met him in Thailand at a
meditation retreat 4 years ago, and Rodney met
him there at the same retreat this past January.
What a treat to have a couple of leisurely days
and nights with Ludovico and his girlfriend,
exchanging ideas, meditating, eating, drinking,
going to an Italian pizza party (among the options:
fig pizzas!) meeting some of their friends, planting
brussel sprouts, and walking in the woods.

From there, we moved to another, smaller,
medieval hill town in Tuscany: Montepulciano.
Montepulciano is known for its wine. There are
probably more enotecas (wine bars) there per
capita, than there are bars in Milwaukee - and
that’s saying a lot.  Randy and Lisa Silvey met up
with us there, and we spent two more days
walking the hills of the town and the countryside,
drinking lots of wonderful wine, and thoroughly
enjoying ourselves.
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After the tournament, we had the pleasure of
spending three nights with Filippo, a beautiful,
enthusiastic Italian frisbee player Rodney and
Larry had met in January in Thailand. In January,
he was blown away by the things that R & L were
doing, but already had a set of beach play skills,
including an accurate, overhand wrist flip while
diving into an oncoming wave. R & L showed him
some new things to work on, and he and two of
his friends came up to Rimini to see the
tournament. Afterward, Rodney, Cindy & Jeff
Kruger and I took the train 200 km down the
Adriatic coast to Roseto Degli Abruzzi, where
Filippo owns a bar on the beach, and a beautiful
home in the center of town. We made nails for
Filippo and traded off, feeding him ZZs and giving
him pointers until his shoulder hurt :(  Filippo, a
talented, creative artist, opened his home to us,
gave us his bed, fed us, and shared his beer,
wine, and clothes with us. We met his beautiful
parents and brother, and a number of his friends.
As a local bar owner, everywhere we went, Filippo
was known, receiving smiles and warm greetings
from seemingly everyone in town. We were sad
to leave him on Thursday morning (a week ago
tomorrow).

That day, we took the train to Milan (Milano),
where in a day and a half, we checked out the
fashion district where the designers all have their
storefronts, had a quiet meal at a nice bistro,
visited Maurizio’s wife Alessandra, and their new
baby Anita, jammed with 10-15 Milano jammers
in the park, and for our last night in the country,
had a delicious meal in the home of Fabio
Percario’s girlfriend, Olivia.

Wow, what an adventure. Thank you, thank you,
thank you, mille grazie to everyone who
participating in making this trip such an amazing
experience!

I am very fired up to go back to Italy, either for
Paganello next spring, or for FPA Worlds next
year! The energy, the love, the whole experience
was divine. Thank you to Lui, Clay, Jumpi and the
Cota crew, Paul, Larry, Cindy, and everyone else
who said, “yes, let’s make this happen in Rimini
in September 2003.” Larry, you started the
freestyle and Rimini boom by getting freestyle at
Paganello in 1998. Thanks for that too.

•BC
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Can you really believe what happened last week?
We are still floating on air around here. You made
it happen. You came from 18 countries, played
hard, set new world records, ate and danced
together, and shared your spirit with all of us you
touched.  You lit up the town.

We started 20 months ago and that wasn’t
enough time. It seems like we could have done
more. I made a lot of mistakes, i.e., not getting
the water to the ultimate fields fast enough,
running the schedule to tight, advertising in some
of the wrong markets and not enough in others,
and having my staff work to many hours during
the event. I have been told from our live web cast
crew the Games were viewed in 27 countries. By
the way the video crew did an exceptional job. I
visited the web cast room many times and was
always impressed on what was happening. The
commentary was fantastic and our announcing
crew did a superb job.

All the scores were online immediately, 6
countries won medals, Japan being the first to
win gold. The medal count will be online shortly.

My staff put so many hours into this event and I
will never be able to thank them enough for
making this event so special.

Now that everyone has gone we still have left
over T-shirts to fold, which will be online in our
web site shop, equipment to return, and a video
to produce. This video is going to be more than
just an event video.  I want to capture the
emotional aspect of why we do this.

Once again, thank you so much for coming, and
making this a memory we will ever forget.

Keep in touch.
•TS

Santa Cruz continued it’s historic run of hosting
World Caliber events with a modified format for
World Disc Games. The original World Disc
tournaments (1977-1986) featured an overall
format and a separate Ultimate tournament that
was still part of the tournament. Tournament
Director Tom Schot wanted to see some cross
over from the Ultimate Players into the overall
events. He might be on to something as a large
number of hucksters played in the various events
which comprise the traditional overall format.
The event was also a World Flying Disc Federation
sanctioned event.

On the Freestyle side of things, the tournament
had one of the strongest fields of the year. Pool
play began on Wednesday with an experimental
judging format. For the first time compulsories
were a part of the action and represented one
half of the teams final score. Teams were judged
on the best example of a -tipping combo -roll
combo -roll to players direct catch and -
speedflow. The other half of the final score was

World Disc Games
Santa Cruz, CA
July 7th-13th, 2003
by Skippy Jammer

Difficulty and Execution. There were no cuts so
it was used as an additional vehicle for seeding
purposes. The pool play had a late start as self
caught flight ran severely long. The final pools
were relegated to the gym.

Thursdays semis were judged by the traditional
FPA/WFDF formats. Teams were trimmed to 16
teams. No Women’s teams were cut.

Friday nights Semi Finals were held in the Santa
Cruz Civic Auditorium. Again, due to the tardiness

of the overall events the action didn’t begin until
8:30 pm. Open Division Pool A had a very tight
pack of 5 quality teams with only 4 going to the
finals. Something had to give. Some late drops
by the Velasquez Brothers amounted to the
difference and they failed to advance to the big
dance. In an astounding show of support and
appreciation, the V Bros received a standing
ovation from the judges and the crowd.

Saturday saw some ideal conditions for the
Women’s Finals at Cabrillo College Stadium. The
team of Bethany Sanchez and Mandy Carriero
played hard but fell victim to too many drops
coming in fourth. Bethany has continued to
improve and shows a solid game to go with her
strong overall skills. Mandy gave signs that with
a little practice she could again be the athletic
force she once was on the women’s freestyle tour.
Third place went to Ann Graves and Lori Daniels.
This team was shooting for the top and displayed
strong play through the first two prelim rounds.
However, this was not to be as they were not able
to overcome drops as well. The team of Lisa Silvey
and Cindy Kruger started out with a statement
that they were the team to beat. They pulled off
some of the best moves of the tourney and
seemed poised to take the title. A late lapse in
play knocked them out of the position of front
runners to also ran. The Gold Medal instead went
to Judy Robbins and Mary Lowry. They were the
most consistent and played to their strengths
keeping drops to a minimum.

In what historically has been a less than optimum
setting, Sunday dawned hot, clear and had a
perfect push of wind to play against. A demo by
the Velasquez Brothers started things up,
warming up the turf and the fans for what will go
down as an extremely exciting finals. The crowd
was comprised of keen locals and bright eyed
Ultimate Players who were eager for a show. The
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first team up was former local Rodney Sanchez
and Jeff Kruger. The couldn’t find the magic of
their play at Masters in Milwaukee but still held
their own albeit in 8th place. The next team up
was savvy vet Randy Silvey and the up and
coming Jake Gauthier. They had worked on a
tightly choreographed routine and came close to
perfection but had to settle for 5thplace. The next
team up was see busters Dan Swanson and “Hot”
Toddy Broduer. This is a classic case of two highly
skilled players hooking up as free agents and
clicking right away. They had played great in every
round but just couldn’t get it going here placing
6th. Up fourth were current FPA Pairs Champions
Larry Imperiale and Joel Rogers. From here on
the finals took a turn for the better as each and
every team played for the title. Larry and Joel hit
ripping combo after ripping combo to shredding
music and briefly held on to first place before
slipping down to a fourth place finish. Next up
was local heroes Skippy Jammer and Tommy
Leitner. The crowd was ecstatic giving them a
hero’s welcome and played like the home crowd
in a tense football game. Skippy stripped off the
rust of the crust and showed he still had a lot of
game left. Tommy is simply off the charts. The
team played superb but had a few too many
drops to fully contend for the title and had to
settle for the bronze medal at third place. Next
up was euro-shredder Sune Wentzel and rad-boy
supreme Paul Kenny. The team could not match
the intensity of the previous team and slipped to
seventh. No doubt this team will look for revenge
at FPA Worlds in September. Next up were former
World Champions Ted “Shred” Oberhaus and
Dave Murphy. This team plays like consummate
pros with tight coops, flying catches and intricate
flow in a smoothly crafted routine. They played
fantastic but left the door slightly open for the
final team of the day as they finished second with
a Silver Medal. The final team was Dave Lewis
and Arthur Coddington. This quite simply was
their day. They started off strong focusing on
their honed coops. That set the stage for some
individual moves. They had a slight loss of focus
and just when it looked like they might be slipping
the took it up a notch with some of the best play
of the finals to bring home the Gold Medal.

One side note is an appreciation for the
gamesmanship showed by players. There were
innumerous injuries to players. None of them
complained or gave excuses. They just focused
on the task at hand and in all played remarkable.

•SJ
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World Disc
Games Video
Available
by Mark Williams

The first 2 videos from the World
Disc Games 2003 are ready.  Mark
and his video crew covered all the
action from the World Disc Games
and now the videos are ready.  Each
video is a full 90min long and has
all the hot play and exciting
moments caught on tape Video #1
covers Freestyle and Video #2 Covers
the Overall Events.
On the Freestyle tape, we have
captured some of the best Freestyle
by all the top players. This tape has
it all, the Women, the Men, the
Semi’s from the Civic Center and all
the finals from Sat and Sunday The
Overall tape has coverage of
Accuracy, Distance, TRC, Double Disc
Court, Discathon, Ultimate and Disc
Golf.

This is the first time that these
events have seen this type of
coverage. The final game of Double
Disc Court was a hard fought battle
and saw some of the best DDC action
ever seen at a tournament.  The Disc
Golf has great coverage, with 3
cameras following the players as
they play the final round.  Watch the
finals of Discathon as our cameras
follow all the action from the start
of the race to the exciting finish.  The
third tape in the series will be the
Ultimate tape. It will have coverage
and highlights of all the teams that
traveled to Santa Cruz and full
coverage of the final 4 games.  The
Ultimate tape will be ready in Feb
2004 For still pictures and video clips
from the World Disc Games go to
http://www.thecaliforniachannel.c
om/wdgvideos2003.htm or visit
http://www.worlddiscgames.com.
To order a copy. send check or
money order to:

Mark Williams
13522 Edwards St
Westminster Ca 92683

Hi Everybody,

My overwhelmed mind and travel weary body will
try to send a few notes from the road on our Nike
tour...

Holland: Unbelievable...After jamming with a few
local Amsterjammers (Gregory and Iwan) Sune
and I performed in front of 1,200 employees at
Nike headquarters in Hilversum (just outside of
Amsterdam) as they premiered the new Frisbee
freestyle commercial to their employees before
it hit the air waves across Europe.

I stayed an extra few days and taught clinics to
the employees - and a couple women did the
best with one doing multiple body rolls and
delaying on only the 2nd day!

Next, was a big jam in Milan (with 12 local
jammers!) and then a short stay in Venice – where
Marco Regalbuti and I met Maria Gratzi - a world
famous glass blower - she agreed to create a
glass Frisbee.

Paganello was just epic (see my and other´s
previous posts).

After a few great jams in Piazzas in Rome I met
up with my partner, Sune Wentzel (from Norway)
and guest jammer Reto Zimmerman (from
Switzerland) in Marseille, France. The Faceoff
event was not promoted enough so the crowd
was smaller than expected but it gave us a chance
to hang out with the Basketball freestylers (about
15 of them!) and the Futball freestylers (about
10). Later in the day more spectators showed up
and about 400 people saw the finals of the
freestyle faceoff - pitting the top 4 freesytlers in
basketball then futball with expert judges
determining the winner. In the futball category,
Eric Contano the famous futball player originally
from Marseille judged the final. Reto, Sune and
my freestyle routine on the main stage was well
received getting what seemed like the best crowd
reaction.

Although the crowd could have been bigger
theevent was very memorable...Freestyle Frisbee
seems to be more advanced than futball or
basketball freestyle - and the response from the
crowd, from the other freestylers and from the
organizers of the event has been just awesome
- all the way through the tour.

Next up for us was the London event. On the
Friday before the event we were picked up at
7:15am and driven to a TV show filmed outside

and Sune and I performed a staged faceoff
against each other - at 8:00 am, ouch! Sune won
the faceoff but had hometown support since
Norway is closer to England than California. After
we finished we went straight to an interview with
Maxim Magazine...No, it was not a centerfold
photo shoot but an instructional interview on the
basics of freestyle.  Then, we were shuttled to a
dance studio where we rehearsed with a world
renound choreographer, Shaun Fernandez from
Big Chief Productions
(www.bigchiefproducitons.co.uk). The rehearsal
was an intensive 6 hours...then the next day we
rehearsed for 8 hours and got back to the hotel
before show day at 10pm.

On show day we were pretty exhausted but had
to be there to rehearse at 10am...our day went
from 10am to 10 pm with 4 shows and 8 hours of
clinics in between. The show we were rehearsing
was a 10 minute fully choreographed routine
featuring Sune and I, 2 freestyle basketball and
2 freestyle futball players as well as 2 break
dancers. The futball freestylers were out of this
world! The break dancers were also phenomenal
and the basketball stylers were for real as well.
The shows went really well as it was probably
the first time all 4 disciplines were featured in
the same performance.

Earl´s Court was filled to capacity for the first 2
shows - 7,000 spectators and the late shows
were great too with 5,000 spectators.  At our
frisbee clinics we connected with many up and
coming UK freestylers who either wanted to learn
to play or already could delay and do some moves
but thought they were the only one in the UK
who was interested.  We put them all in contact
with Richard from www.Discology.co.uk.

A couple days before the rehearsals we had a
jam day to see if any of the local ultimate players
might want to learn freestyle...we estimated 10
players might show up.  To our suprise 16 players
came out to Green Park, very near Buckingham
Palace. Some of the players travelled 3 hours to
come. 2 or 3 of the players could delay and the
rest watched Sune and I do a little demo to get
them interested. By the end of the day we had
almost everybody practicing the delay. Hopefully,
the start of a UK jam scene!

•TL
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Commercial
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It was September of 2002 when the word got out
that Nike was going to do a freestyle flying disc
commercial.  They put the feelers out so I
contacted the casting director to get more
information. Having passed on the Jeep
commercial a few years back so I could attend
the US Open, I didn’t want another opportunity
to get by me.  The casting director was looking
for the hottest freestyle that she could get but
was looking for player’s ages in the 18 to 25
range.  Thinking that I wasn’t what they were
looking for I did not attend the 2 casting calls in
LA.  The 2 casting calls only gave them one player
that they wanted – Dave Lewis.  They worked
with Dave closely to get ideas for other people
(they wanted 3-5 players).  Dave put together
videos of dozens of players to give them ideas.
In early October, I received a call from the casting
director that they wanted me for the spot.  I owed
a big thanks to Dave for including me on his
video.  Dave and I went to Zuma beach (north of
Malibu) where the commercial was going to be
shot.  We met up with the Producer, the Director
and the representatives from Nike’s advertising
agency that came up with the idea.

Dave and I jammed some in the parking lot while
we were waiting for all to show up.  The Director,
Paul Hunter, was watching us hoping to get ideas
for the commercial. I did an MTA back roll to Dave
and he knew right away he had to put that in
somewhere.  Come to find out later that Paul
Hunter is an award-winning director of many big
music videos and commercials.

They showed us the basic storyboards.  The idea
was to have some hot freestyle players starting
out with simple throws and progressing forward
to basic tricks.  Then the “stickman” character
was supposed to come out of nowhere and start
doing bigger tricks and he was, in turn, supposed
to be pushing us to do bigger tricks.  The premise
was to have “stickman” be better than us so Dave
and I got a lot of our better freestyle on the cutting
room floor.  This commercial was a series of three,
the other two being soccer and basketball.
They showed us the site and asked us to give
them ideas for working with the “elements” which
were an old snack shack building, a couple life
guard stands, the beach and the sidewalk.  We
wanted to go down to the hard pack but that
wasn’t in their plans so we let them know that
having a hard surface on the sand would help.
The day of the shoot they obliged with big rolls
of carpet laid down and then a light layer of sand
thrown on top to hide it.  It worked surprisingly
well.

In the weeks to come, we made numerous trips
out there for rehearsals and to help train a couple
break- dancers that they wanted to put in the
spot.  They had great body moves and just
needed to learn a few basic disc moves.  They
narrowed the dancers field down to two – Oscar
and Jason (“easy rock”). They still wanted to add
one more disc player so Dave got them more
videos and headshots and they chose Zahlen
Titcomb to come join the spot.  They flew Zahlen
out the day before the shoot and we filled him
in on everything we knew about the spot so he
would be ready.

The day of the shoot finally comes after 5
separate trips up to LA.  They wanted us there
at 6:00 A.M., which seemed strange because
when we got there it was still dark.  There was a
crew of about 60 people, 4 big semi trucks
consisting of equipment, offices for the head
honchos, dressing rooms for us, make-up,
wardrobe, etc., a catering truck that supplied
everyone with a huge assortment of great food,
and an ambulance on standby.

After breakfast, we all went into wardrobe and
make-up.  They wanted Dave and I to look
younger so they gave Dave a Mohawk and shaved
off my goatee except for a little strip of hair on
my chin.  I didn’t like it but I told them whatever
they wanted was fine.  They also shaved my arms
and put make-up on my shoulders to blend my
tan lines.  All in a day’s work, right?  Dave looked
great and I told him he should keep the look.
Then we finally started shooting.  Every shot took
forever to set up and was shot from at least two
different angles.  At some points, three seconds
in the commercial took an hour to shoot.  They
shot the scenes all in order following the
storyboards.  Hours and hours of footage ended
up getting cut out completely.  They had two
scenes with Oscar that got cut out all together
and he wasn’t even in the commercial at all.
They spent an hour shooting Zahlen on and
around the lifeguard stands with and without
“stickman” and it all got cut.  They spent an hour
and a half shooting me running around the
building and climbing up on the roof to track

down an incoming disc and it all got cut. And they
cut the original ending scene where Zahlen threw
a disc between a young bikini-clad beauty’s legs
as she was walking.

Now comes the part where I became “stickman”.
 They created a totally black outfit with black
shoes and a black hood to make me “stickman.”
 They even painted my hands black so that I would
show up on film in black only (this way they could
replace my body motions with the computer
generated character).  I felt weird on the set in
this outfit.  Then they shot me jamming solo and
with Dave.  This is where Dave got to shine.  He
was shredding on the beach, doing double
spinning this and double spinning that.  As he
got hotter, I just had “stickman” pass the disc to
him and let him go off.

The second day was much of the same as we
spent close to twelve hours each day on the set.
 Finally we heard “that’s a wrap” as it started to
get dark on the second day and we were done.
We still had to finish signing numerous contracts
that covered the shoot, the buy-out, the photos,
the web site usage, the “print” usage, etc.  It
amazed all of us that it would take 24 hours on
the set to net a 60 second commercial.  We also
went through 3 _ cans of slick and the batteries
on two Z machines.

The following day, Zahlen and I were asked to
come back out and do a photo shoot for pictures
to be used in stores and on banners and posters
and such.  It was another full day as they set up
dozens of shots with three camera angles and
two wardrobe changes.

All in all, the experience was a lot of work but
was also a lot of fun.  Dave and I got to view the
commercial in February when it was all done and
then had to wait for the April 10th release date
to see the nikefreestyle.com web-site which
features Dave a lot and also has a “video game”
with Dave’s Mohawk character animated.  It is
very cool.

The best thing about the commercial is that it
seems to have done a lot for the sport in Europe
(along with Tommy and Sune doing the Nike tour)
and I think our sport needed a jump-start like
that.  The advertising agency has been trying to
talk Nike into running the spots in America but
as of yet, it is a no go.

In June, the three “stickman” spots were awarded
Gold Lion awards at the 50th annual Cannes
International Advertising Festival.
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2004 Arizona
States
November 8th & 9th, 2003
by Harvey Brandt and Judy
Robbins

2003 Vagolino
June 14 & 15th, 2003
by Tom Leitner
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The first freestyle pool was held Saturday night
under the lights and the lunar eclipse. Some
modest surprises occurred. Lasher and Robbins
tore it up and took the one spot by one point (we
used a ranking system). Pellicane carried his
team to a major seed bust and into the finals.
Second round today (Sunday) followed by the
finals.

We were left with boomboxes to fill in the void,
which wasn’t ideal, but practical in the situation.
Of course, it didn’t dampen the atmosphere and
the play

Top four in each pool advanced to the final round.
In the final round, no team had a completely
“clean” round until the last seeded team. A
standing ovation prompted tournament director
Harvey Brandt to award the winners on the spot
without having to calculate any scores. Most of
the other teams played well, but had various
difficulties within the 5 minute routines. The
weather was perfect under the lights and all
couldn’t use any wind factors to blame the
mistakes that were made. However, exhaustion
(or a few too many margaritas) may have played
a factor for some of the competitors at the end.
Congratulations to all who came down to AZ and
played their hearts out!!!

•HB  •JR

Romashred, the first turboshred event in Europe,
was a big success this Saturday, with a close
final and a strong turnout.  Thirteen Roman
freestylers competed on the beach in Capociotta
as part of Ciakka Uakka Day
(http://www.ciakkauakkateam.com). Several of
the athletes had never entered a freestyle
competition before, including Roberto Loppi,
who missed the final by only one spot. A
photographer from one of Rome’s largest
newspapers covered the gathering.

In the final, Lorenzo Apriani used a combination
of technical turnovers, brush/rolls and strong
seals to edge fast-improving Edoardo Favorini
by only 3 points. Edoardo learned at least one
new move every time I jammed with him in Rome.
In the final he nailed a combination he had
learned only that afternoon.  He sealed his best
two combos with a gitis and a scarecrow.

Fernando Botrugno and Alessandro Damiano
were only two points behind Edoardo. Nando
won third place over Alessandro by going to the
next best combination score. Nando also had
the highest scoring single combination of the
final.

Rome is perhaps the fastest growing jam
community in the world. Several players beyond
the thirteen watched the competition, and a few
top players were unable to attend. There are at
least two other jam locations in the Rome area
with as many freestylers, one that reportedly has
over one hundred new players.

•AC

The Vagolino freestyle tournament was awesome!
It was organized by Maurizio Ranieri and 1977
Italian Frisbee Champion Valentino De Chiara -
he is known as the “Padre del Italiano Frisbee”
(The Father of Italian Frisbee).

There were 24 jammers over the course of the
weekend including several new players. A few of
the younger players were adding break dance to
their moves which reminded me of Morgan’s
freestyle breakdancing. The tournament is named
after Morgan’s dog and is a tribute to the late
freestyler who made Milan his home.  Morgan’s
parents were on hand and were very happy to
see the large turn out of players and the great
spirit exhibited by everyone.

Rohre and Vehro Titcomb came down from North
of Milan, Carlo, Andrea “python” Simone and
Marco come up from Rome. And from Milan:
Massimo, Lorenzo, Seba, Toni, Zio, Tistee, Johnny
Melfi, Angelo, Enrico, Claudia, Andrea, Paulo,
Eliza and Francesca and several new players all
came out to play.

Team Ciakka Uakka (Clay, Lorenzo and
‘Stylenando’) was unable to attend because they
were performing at a big event in Rimini that
turned out to be a big success.

The finals on Sunday saw the top 4 teams from
the Saturday preliminary and Sunday semi-final
rounds compete.

Taking 4th place was the Roman team of Simone
and Marco. Simone won the Skippy Sez ‘most
improved’ award last year and he and Marco
showed why they deserved to be in the finals -
hitting a wide variety of moves including Marco’s
handstand catch and Simone’s Bad Attitude delay.

Moving up in the ranks and suprising many was
the 3rd place team of Carlo from Rome and Andrea
from Milan. They had upset the Italian Nike team
of Toni and Massimo earlier in the day to make
the finals. (“Piccio” and ‘Mes’ performed at 5

Andrea has improved
very much since this
years Paganello - he
hit some nice air
catches and big
scarecrows.

Those who came out

to Sunday’s event for

the second half of the

Semi-final round and

final round of

freestyle were not

disappointed. The

only drawback of the

weekend was the

unavailable electricity

in order to run the

sound system.

Romashred!
September 20, 2003
by Arthur Coddington

In turboshred, players

are scored as

individuals but play

as a group in a jam

format. Only difficulty

is judged. In Roma,

each player’s best

two combinations

were added together.
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2004 Arizona
States
November8th & 9th, 2003
by Harvey Brandt and Judy
Robbins

The first freestylepool was held Saturday night
under the lights and the lunareclipse. Some
modest surprises occurred. Lasher and Robbins
tore it up and tooktheone spot by one point (we
used a rankingsystem). Pellicane carried his
team to a major seed bust and into the finals.
Second round today (Sunday) followed by the
finals.

Those who came out

to Sunday's event for
the second half of the
Semi-final round and
final round of
freestylewere not

disappointed. The
only drawbackof the
weekend was the
unavailableelectricity
in order to run the
sound system.
We were left with boomboxesto fill in thevoid,
which wasn't ideal, but practical in thesituation.
Of course, it didn't dampen the atmosphere and
the play

Top four in each pool advanced to thefinal round.
In the final round, no team had a completely
“clean” round until the last seeded team. A
standingovation prompted tournamentdirector
Harvey Brandt to award thewinners on thespot
withouthaving to calculate any scores. Most of
the otherteams played well, but had various
difficultieswithin the 5 minute routines. The
weatherwas perfect underthe lights and all
couldn't use any wind factorsto blame the
mistakes thatwere made. However, exhaustion
(or a few too many margaritas) may have played
a factorfor some ofthecompetitors at the end.
Congratulationsto all who came down to AZ and
played theirhearts out!!!

-HB -IR

Romashred!
September20, 2003
by Arthur Coddington

Romashred,thefirst turboshred event in Europe,
was a bigsuccess thisSaturday, with a close
final and a strongturnout. Thirteen Roman
freestylerscompeted on the beachin Capociotta
as part of Ciakka Uakka Day
(http://www.ciakkauakkateam.com).Several of
the athleteshad never entered a freestyle
competition before, including Roberto Loppi,
who missed the final by only one spot. A
photographerfrom one of Rome's largest
newspapers covered the gathering.

In turboshred, players
are scored as

individuals but play
as a group in a jam
format. Only difficulty
is judged. In Roma,
each player's best
two combinations
were added together.
In the final, Lorenzo Apriani used a combination
oftechnical turnovers, brush/rolls and strong
seals to edge fast-improvingEdoardo Favorini
by only 3 points. Edoardo learned at least one
new move every time I jammed withhim in Rome.
In the final he nailed a combinationhe had
learned only thatafternoon. He sealed his best
two combos with a gitis and a scarecrow.

Fernando Botrugno and Alessandro Damiano
were only two points behind Edoardo. Nando
won third place over Alessandro by goingto the
next bestcombinationscore. Nando also had
the highest scoring single combinationof the
final.

Rome is perhaps the fastest growing jam
community in theworld. Several players beyond
thethirteen watched thecompetition, and a few
top players were unable to attend.There are at
least two otherjam locations in the Rome area
withas many freestylers,one thatreportedly has
over one hundred new players.

-AC

2003 Vagolino
June 14 & 15th, 2003
by Tom Leitner

The Vagolinofreestyletournamentwas awesome!
It was organized by MaurizioRanieri and 1977
Italian Frisbee Champion Valentino De Chiara -

he is known as the “Padre del Italiano Frisbee”
(The Fatherof Italian Frisbee).

There were 24 jammers over the course ofthe
weekend includingseveral new players. A few of
theyounger players were adding break dance to
theirmoves which reminded me of Morgan's
freestylebreakdancing.The tournamentis named
after Morgan's dog and is a tribute to the late
freestylerwho made Milan his home. Morgan's
parents were on hand and were very happy to
see the large turn out of players and the great
spirit exhibitedby everyone.

Rohre and Vehro Titcomb came down from North
of Milan,Carlo, Andrea “python”Simone and
Marco come up from Rome. And from Milan:
Massimo, Lorenzo, Seba, Toni, Zio, Tistee, Johnny
Melfi,Angelo, Enrico, Claudia,Andrea, Paulo,
Eliza and Francesca and several new players all
came out to play.

Team Ciakka Uakka (Clay, Lorenzo and
‘Stylenando’)was unable to attend becausethey
were performing at a bigevent in Rimini that
turned out to be a bigsuccess.

The finals on Sunday saw thetop 4 teams from
the Saturday preliminary and Sunday semi-final
rounds compete.

Andrea has improved
very much since this
years Paganello - he
hit some nice air
catches and big
scarecrows.

Taking4th placewas the Roman team of Simone
and Marco. Simone won the Skippy Sez ‘most
improved’ award last year and he and Marco
showed why theydeserved to be in the finals -

hitting a wide varietyof moves includingMarco's
handstand catch and Simone’s Bad Attitude delay.

Moving up in the ranks and suprising many was
the3rd placeteam ofCarlo from Rome and Andrea
from Milan.Theyhad upset the Italian Nike team
ofToni and Massimo earlier in the day to make
the finals. (“Piccio” and ‘Mes’ performed at 5
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Nike events across Italy - Milan, Torino, Catania,
Napoli and Roma - spreading the jam to more
new  places in Italia.)

Andrea has improved very much since this years
Paganello - he hit some nice air catches and big
scarecrows. Carlo played very solid - he is great
to watch because he has such a unique and
flowing style - combining athleticism with balance.
These guys were stoked to get into the top 3!

Taking 2nd place were last years Vagolino
Champions Enrico and Claudia. They showed
some really nice co-ops and very advanced
individual combinations - including double
legovers, connecting-the-nuerons, smooth body
rolls and double spinning catches.  A few less
drops and they might have been repeat champs.

But this year the title of Vagolino Champs went
to the Milan team of Lorenzo and Sebastian.
These guys flat out shredded! Hitting some
awesome roll series, gitis pull outs and barrel
catches straight out of an old Donny Rhodes
video.

 Congratulations to Lorenzo and Seba! Also, props
to Zio, Tistee, Valentino and everyone who helped
make the tournament happen.

•TL

Well, with the dust still settling from an epic FPA
Worlds weekend in Rimini the Burla Beach Cup
(ultimate frisbee tournament) was scheduled in
Viareggio (Tuscany, Italy) last weekend, Sept 13-
14. Pipo and I arrived Thursday night and were
welcomed at the Train station by the tournament
director and long time Italian ultimate player
Paul Bernier. Paul drove us to the “camp site”
which was really a wood cabin complete with
bunk beds, a shower and complete kitchen -
walking distance from the beach.

Later Friday night Pipo and I met up with Arthur
Coddington, Greg “Uggo” Hosfeld and Pat Marron
-who had missed his flight out of Bologna and
ended staying a few days in Rome and then
coming to Viareggio instead of returning home
early to have a few days to chill out before
returning to work.

Saturday we headed to the beach and performed
2 shows for the ultimate players and local beach
folk who had heard about the event. A TV station
came out as well and filmed Arthur and Pipo
jamming. The carpet area was relatively small
compared to the red Rimini carpet but it was big
enough for one person to peel one big combo at
a time. Both shows were great! We got to
experiment with pairing different players and
then subbing to give everyone a chance to play

Grazie!
2003 Viareggio
September 14th & 15th, 2003
by Tom Leitner

or rest - and if you were hot you could stay out
there longer to see how long you could shred.
After the jam we held clinics to teach people
toplay, it took a little while before we coaxed one
kid to try - then a flood of people followed and
by the end of the day we had over a dozen
ultimate players and local kids air brushing and
learning to delay.

One more show was scheduled Saturday night
during the players party. Greg, Pipo and I
performed with a live band at the Arizona banyo
around midnight. Although the lighting wasn’t
the best we had a good jam and the crowd got
us fired up!

Sunday there were some clouds but the sun came
out in the afternoon and once again the weather
was perfect. Paul asked us to do one last show
and though the wind was tough Greg and I had
a good show and Greg finished it with an amazing
display of juggling which had the crowd begging
for more.

In the ultimate final Holland beat the Rimini Cota
Rica team in a close match. Afterwards the
“Mayor” of Viareggio and the owner of the Arizona
banyo were present for the awards ceremony
where a team from Warwick in the UK won the
spirit of the game award. Keep an eye out for the
new freestylers from the Austria ultimate team
‘Spin’ who are now ordering freestyle discs along
with their ultimate discs.

A big thanks goes out to the TD Paul, a truly great
guy, and his staff. I hope this can become a regular
event if there ends up being a European freestyle
Tour.

•TL

They also had a side

bet that if they won

the tournament they

would get a tattoo of

the dog, Vagolino on

their arm - we will see

come Rimini if this is

true.

On Friday we got our first

glimpse of Viareggio in

the daytime - it’s one of

the most beautiful

beaches I have ever seen.

One on side you have the

clear water of

Mediterranean Sea and

the white sand beach

and the other large

jagged mountain peaks

covered with white

marble – like something

you would see in the

High Sierras.

Congratulations to Brenda

Savage and Chris Mills for the

birth of their second Daughter!

Her name is Olivia Anne Mills,

born on February 15th, 2004

at 6:44 am.

Nike events across Italy - Milan,Torino, Catania,
Napoli and Roma - spreadingthejam to more
new places in Italia.)
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Paganello - he hit some nice air catches and big
scarecrows. Carlo played very solid - he is great
to watch becausehe has such a unique and
flowingstyle- combiningathleticismwithbalance.
These guys were stoked to get into the top 3!

Taking 2nd place were last years Vagolino
Champions Enrico and Claudia.They showed
some really nice co-ops and very advanced
individual combinations- includingdouble
legovers, connecting-the-nuerons,smoothbody
rolls and double spinning catches. A few less
drops and theymight have been repeat champs.

But thisyear the title ofVagolino Champs went
to the Milan team of Lorenzo and Sebastian.
These guys flatout shredded! Hittingsome
awesome roll series, gitis pull outs and barrel
catches straight out of an old Donny Rhodes
video.

They also had a side
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come Rimini if this is
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to Zio, Tistee, Valentinoand everyone who helped
make the tournament happen.
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Grazie!
2003 Viareggio
September 14th & 15th, 2003
by Tom Leitner
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(ultimate frisbeetournament)was scheduled in
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14. Pipo and I arrived Thursday night and were
welcomed at theTrain station by thetournament
director and long time Italian ultimate player
Paul Bernier. Paul drove us to the “camp site”
which was really a wood cabin complete with
bunk beds, a shower and complete kitchen -

walkingdistance from the beach.

On Fridaywe got our first
glimpse of Viareggio in
the daytime - it's one of
the most beautiful
beaches I have ever seen.

One on side you have the
clear water of
Mediterranean Sea and
the white sand beach
and the other large
jagged mountain peaks
covered with white
marble — like something
you would see in the
High Sierras.

Later Friday night Pipo and I met up withArthur
Coddington,Greg “Uggo” Hosfeld and Pat Marron
-who had missed his flightout of Bologna and
ended staying a few days in Rome and then
comingto Viareggio instead of returning home
early to have a few days to chillout before
returning to work.

Saturday we headed to the beachand performed
2 shows for the ultimate players and local beach
folkwho had heard about the event. ATVstation
came out as well and filmedArthurand Pipo
jamming. The carpet area was relatively small
compared to the red Rimini carpet but it was big
enough for one person to peel one bigcombo at
a time. Both shows were great! We got to
experimentwith pairing different players and
then subbingto give everyone a chance to play

 

or rest - and ifyou were hot you could stay out
there longer to see how long you could shred.
Afterthe jam we held clinics to teach people
toplay, it took a little while beforewe coaxed one
kid to try - then a flood of people followed and
by theend oftheday we had over a dozen
ultimate players and local kids air brushing and
learningto delay.

One more show was scheduled Saturday night
duringtheplayers party. Greg, Pipo and I
performed with a live band at theArizonabanyo
around midnight. Althoughthe lightingwasn’t
the best we had a good jam and the crowd got
us fired up!

Sundaytherewere some clouds but thesun came
out in theafternoon and once again theweather
was perfect. Paul asked us to do one last show
and thoughthewind was tough Greg and I had
a good show and Greg finished it withan amazing
display of jugglingwhich had the crowd begging
for more.

In the ultimate final Holland beatthe Rimini Cota
Rica team in a close match. Afterwardsthe
“Mayor” ofViareggioand theowneroftheArizona
banyo were present for the awards ceremony
where a team from Warwick in the UK won the
spirit of the game award. Keep an eye out for the
new freestylersfrom theAustria ultimate team
‘Spin’who are now ordering freestylediscs along
with theirultimate discs.

A bigthanksgoes out to theTD Paul,a truly great
guy,and his staff. I hope thiscan becomea regular
event if thereends up beinga European freestyle
Tour.
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Savage and Chris Mills for the

birthof theirsecond Daughter!
Her name is Olivia Anne Mills,
born on February 15th, 2004

at 6:44 am.
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Hi!

We had our first of two annual frisbee events
here in Honefoss Norway last Saturday May 31,
and all who attended had a great time! Freestyle
and speedflow were played as demos that people
could get involved in. What’s really cool with
speedflow is when the person you’re throwing
with, and demonstrating for, starts copying your
actions. I love that! For freestyle, we brought
Spinjammer/Ripstinger discs for insta-pro
jammin’ by anyone and everyone. Otherwise,
those of us who could play made a few updates
to our routine (this was the first time we hooked
up since last October) and had a lot of fun. I saw
out of the corner of my eyes that we got attention
from the football guys, too. ;-)  We also played
ultimate, accuracy and mta. But for some of us,
freestyle was the one!

Honefoss is near Oslo. If you’re in the area, get
in touch and we’ll jam!

•AO

Aloha,
AmsterJam 2003 was a big succes. The first day
in Vondelpark was excellent. Good conditions
and big crowds. Overall about 700 people came
to see the shows during this day. The second day
there had been a bit of rain falling around eleven
in the morning, so most people didn’t make it to
the beach that day. Even some of the press
thought there would be no shows:( But the
‘Jammers’ were there, did a show for the people
who were still around(although conditions were
tough:) After that we all ‘jammed on’ for the rest
of the day. As you can see on the pictures I posted
on my website: www.freestyle-frisbee.nl Note
that there are two pages of photo’s uptill now.
This is only footage that is coming from my
personal camera. Hopefully I’ll get copies from
all the videos and photos that were shot those
days. If you have some material, please let me
know!

There was a Frisbee freestyle gathering. It was
called the Narragansett Beach Jam.  The
advertising was minimal but the players still came
to the Post Office green from far and near.  Anne
Graves & Grace from California, Pipo from Puerto
Rico and Rick Downs from Tennessee traveled far
making it a world class family fun event. . Steve
Vinoski‘s son Ryan was the fresh new jammer on
the scene.  The real stars were Chris and Linsey.

They invited all of us to stay in their charming
antique style house complete with outdoor
shower. They treated us to a cook out with more
food than we could possibly eat.  During the party
that night Steve “Pops” Scannell demonstrated
his scooter riding abilities by racing Chris’s son
Caleb down the big hill and dismounting with a
wipe out near the bottom.  After a country style
breakfast and a round of disc golf we all packed
up and headed for Newport Beach where we
jammed the day away.

•TB

June 2003
by Iwan

Naragansett
Naragansett, RI
July 26-27 2003
Toddy Brodeur

Honefest
May 31, 2003
by Adrian Oleson

Jan Ekman and Roland Karlsson appeared on
Swedish National TV last night on a program
called Sportnytt, viewed by over 1 million people.
They were featured for 3 minutes, a long time for
national coverage! Here is a rough translation of
their interview.

Q – What does frisbee freestyle mean to you?

A – It’s a lifestyle and a
way of meeting people
and expressing myself

Q – What is frisbee freestyle?
A – It’s a little bit like rhytmic gymnastics
combined with the attitude of a snow boarder.

Q – What is the hardest move in freestyle?
A – It depends on who you ask, control
moves…body movement…disc work - they are all
integral in creating a difficult move or
combination.

Q – What will it be like in
Rimini at the World
Freestyle
Championships?
A – It will be days full of
jamming, activity and
competition. An
atmosphere that is
almost impossible to
describe.

Q – What are your goals for the tournament?
A – Top five but if you make it to the finals anything
can happen. The most essential thing though is
to jam and be together with your friends. In other
sports teams will stay in separate hotels and not
socialize during the competition but with freestyle
we all stay together in the same hotels and have
fun together throughout the weekend.

•TL

Jan Ekman and
Roland Karlsson
on Swedish TV

RANDOM Z’S

a young Dave Lewis...

Summer, 2003
by Tom Leitner
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May 31, 2003
by Adrian Oleson

Hi!

We had our first of two annual frisbee events
here in Honefoss Norway last Saturday May 31,
and all who attended had a great time! Freestyle
and speedflowwere played as demos thatpeople
could get involved in. What's really cool with
speedflow is when the person you're throwing
with,and demonstratingfor, starts copyingyour
actions. I love that! For freestyle,we brought
Spinjammer/Ripstingerdiscs for insta-pro
jammin’ by anyone and everyone. Othenrvise,
thoseof us who could play made a few updates
to our routine (thiswas the first time we hooked
up since last October) and had a lot of fun. I saw
out of thecornerof my eyes thatwe got attention
from the football guys, too. ;-) We also played
ultimate, accuracyand mta. But for some of us,
freestylewas the one!

Honefoss is near Oslo. If you're in the area, get
in touch and we'll jam!
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Toddy Brodeur

There was a Frisbee freestylegathering. It was
called the Narragansett Beach Jam. The
advertisingwasminimalbut the players stillcame
to the Post Office green from far and near. Anne
Graves & Grace from California, Pipo from Puerto
Rico and Rick Downs from Tennesseetraveled far
making it a world class familyfun event.
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Vinoski‘sson Ryan was the fresh new jammer on
the scene. The real stars were Chris and Linsey.

They invited all of us to stay in theircharming
antique style house complete with outdoor
shower. They treated us to a cook out with more
food thanwe could possiblyeat. Duringtheparty
thatnight Steve “Pops" Scannell demonstrated
his scooter ridingabilitiesby racingChris's son
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on Swedish TV
Summer, 2003
by Tom Leitner

Jan Ekman and Roland Karlsson appeared on
Swedish NationalTV last night on a program
called Sportnytt, viewed by over 1 million people.
They were featured for 3 minutes, a long time for
nationalcoverage! Here is a rough translation of
their interview.

Q— What does frisbee freestyle mean to you?
A — It's a lifestyleand a

way of meeting people
and expressing myself
Q — What is frisbee freestyle?
A — It's a little bit like rhytmic gymnastics
combinedwith the attitude of a snow boarder.

Q— What is the hardest move in freestyle?
A — It depends on who you ask, control
moves...body movement...discwork- theyare all
integral in creating a difficult move or
combination.

Q — What will it be like in
Rimini at the World
Freestyle
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A — It will be days full of
jamming, activityand
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atmosphere that is
almost impossible to
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Q— What are your goals for the tournament?
A—Top five but ifyou make it to thefinalsanything
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In the year of the EuroJammer, it is especially
difficult, yet rewarding, to decide the most
improved jammer in the world.  It is very clear
that the number of candidates is perhaps the
most it has ever been and thus the winner is to
be considered the leader of the new generation
of hein freestylers with all the vibe and
responsibilities that come with being selected.
Where to begin...The Swedish femme jammers
were a surprise.  Hila Yaniv sunned us in
Paganello.  Fernando Botrugno is a showman
extrordinaire and has developed a unique
personality.  The list goes on and on: the Milanese,
many of the Romans, Dutch and Amsterjammers
all were a pleasure to enjoy.

That said, it is with big joy to announce this year’s
most improved jammer is...Lorenzo Apriani! There
is no Renzo like Lorenzo :-)  It is a testament to
Lorenzo and his jam ethic that he was able to
create separation from such a large and worthy
field.  His technical game includes a multitude of
turnovers, scarecrows, gitises and multiple disc
moves with a flair for presentation. His hallmark

balance includes a propensity for hard work,
discipline and fun.  Well done Lorenzo.

It is unfortunate that there will be no award for
move of the year.  The whole concept has been
destroyed by the ridiculous jamosity of that
jambassador extrordinaire, Tommy Leitner.  His
nickname used to be “Lightning”.  There is now
a requirement for a new set of physical laws that
describe shredding faster than the speed of light
and the kind of jamming that releases more
energy than atomic fusion.  Maybe change his
nickname to “aTom-ic” Leitner?  aTom-ic
Lightning?  A triple flaud pull here, a triple
flamingo there, bumping, brushing, gitising and
spinning, doing it all consecutively, doing it all
in the same semifinal round of coop at FPA Worlds
in Rimini and doing it all over the whole 5 minutes
of that round has raised the bar the world over
as to how to play this game.  aTom-ic has ruined
it for all of us!

Rookie of the year this year, much like most
improved, has a formidable field.  There were

many worthy candidates.  Choosing any on the
list of less recognizable names from this year’s
FPA Worlds would be acceptable the field was
that good.  However, it was apparent there was
a new team that separated itself from the rest,
the all female team from Sweden of Karolina
Hagenbjork and Linda Almljung Torngren.  These
lady shredders had a full on routine and were
able to hold it together in rough conditions.  They
ended up third in the FPA Womens division in
their very first try!  These hot jamming Bettys
jammed with no fear and played anything but
conservatively.  Amazing.  I would like to mention
the probable influence of the Swedish jamming
scene and many of the male jammers from there
on theit game but these ladies have made me
forget who they are!! Their own style is clear and
very fun to watch.  Look out for them in 2005 and
beyond.  Perhaps they could teach...oh yeah,
now I remember... Jan, Joakim, Stefan and Roland
a coop or two!

•SJ

The History of Flying Disc
Freestyle: a Synopsis

Freestyle, like any creative endeavor, is the result
of many people and many influences. Much like
mathematics, there were critical developments
by uniquely talented individuals that this account
will acknowledge.

BIRTH OF THE FLYING DISC
It is widely acknowledged that disc play started
on the campuses of Ivy League schools during
the late forties, specifically at Yale and Dartmouth.
Early players used cookie can lids and pie tins.
By the early fifties, the pastime had grown to
such fad proportions that it caused Bill Robes of
Etna, New Hampshire to produce a plastic version
of the tin lid. A similar effort to this was
undertaken by Fred Morrison and Warren
Franscioni on the West Coast. Robes called his
plastic disc the Space Saucer. By the late fifties,
college and university bookstores around the
country were carrying the Space Saucer. Wham-
O Manufacturing stepped in and began marketing
Morrison’s work in the form of their Pluto Platter.
In 1958, a year after Wham-O began selling their
disc, they trademarked the name “Frisbee” and
added it to the mold that made the Pluto Platter.

by Steve Hanes

THE BERKELY FRISBEE GROUP
The IFT/IFA newsletter brought together Wham-
O and the BFG (Berkeley Frisbee Group). The BFG
was started in the late 1960’s and met regularly
to play frisbee at Sproul Plaza on the campus of
the University of California at Berkeley. The core
of players is a veritable who’s who of freestyle:
Roger Barrett, Chuck Shultz, John “the Dreamer”
Weyand, Victor Malofronte, Dave Book, Jay
Shelton, Bob May, Chuck Pitt, Tom Boda’ and
Steve Sewell. They took frisbee play beyond mere
the simple throw and catch. They developed new
types of throws and catches. They were the first
individuals to regard throwing and catching as
an art form. The leading freestylers of this group
were John “Dreamer” Weyand and Victor
Malafronte. This pair created the notion of a
freestyle “routine.” Some of the BFG players,
including Malafronte, attended the IFT where
their impact was dramatic. Each year they
introduced more refined combinations of fancy
throws and trick catches. A freestyle culture began
to develop. Frisbee notables like John Connelly,
Tom Cleworth, Alan Blake, Scott Dickson, and
John Sappington shared in the development of

THE INTERNATION FRISBEE
TOURNAMENT
Another important event occurred in 1958. Bob
and Jake Healy organized a frisbee game at their
family’s Fourth of July celebration in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, the Ball Yard at Eagle
Harbor. This family’s frisbee get-together became
an annual event that grew in size and popularity
each year. It became known as the IFT
(International Frisbee Tournament). During the
mid-sixties, the event’s enthusiasm attracted the
attention of Wham-O. The synergy that developed
between Wham-O and the IFT started the modern
era of disc sports. The formation of the IFA
(International Frisbee Association) newsletter in
1968 was a direct result. The IFA newsletter
spread information to frisbee enthusiasts in
Canada and the USA. Frisbee players started to
travel to the IFT in huge numbers. By 1970, the
tournament became the Mecca for frisbee
enthusiasts from all over the world. The event
fostered the free exchanges of ideas on all types
of frisbee play. This is where the idea of freestyle
as a distinct type of disc play got disseminated
to the frisbee community at large.

(continued on next page)

Skippy Sez 2004 Awards
by Skippy Jammer

In the year of the EuroJammer, it is especially
difficult, yet rewarding, to decide the most
improved jammer in theworld. It is very clear
thatthe numberof candidates is perhaps the
most it has ever been and thusthewinner is to
be considered the leader of the new generation
of hein freestylerswith all thevibeand
responsibilitiesthatcome with beingselected.
Where to begin...TheSwedish femme jammers
were a surprise. HilaYaniv sunned us in
Paganello. Fernando Botrugno is a showman
extrordinaire and has developed a unique
personality. The list goes on and on: theMilanese,
many of the Romans, Dutch and Amsterjammers
all were a pleasure to enjoy.

That said, it is with bigjoyto announce thisyear’s
most improved jammer is...LorenzoApriani! There
is no Renzo like Lorenzo :-) It is a testament to
Lorenzo and his jam ethicthathe was able to
create separation from such a large and worthy
field. His technical game includes a multitude of
turnovers, scarecrows, gitises and multiple disc
moves witha flair for presentation. His hallmark

balance includes a propensity for hard work,
discipline and fun. Well done Lorenzo.

It is unfortunate thattherewill be no award for
move of theyear. The whole concept has been
destroyed by the ridiculous jamosity of that
jambassadorextrordinaire, Tommy Leitner. His
nickname used to be “Lightning”. There is now
a requirement for a new set of physical laws that
describeshredding faster than the speed of light
and the kind ofjammingthatreleases more

energy than atomic fusion. Maybe change his
nickname to “aTom-ic” Leitner? aTom-ic
Lightning? A triple flaudpull here, a triple
flamingothere, bumping, brushing, gitising and
spinning, doing it all consecutively,doing it all
in thesame semifinal round of coop at FPA Worlds
in Rimini and doing it all over thewhole 5 minutes
of that round has raised the bar the world over
as to how to play this game. aTom-ic has ruined
it for all of us!

Rookie of theyear thisyear, much like most
improved, has a formidable field. There were

The History of Flying Disc
Freestyle: a Synopsis
by Steve Ha nes

Freestyle, like any creative endeavor, is the result
of many people and many influences.Much like
mathematics,therewere critical developments
by uniquely talented individuals thatthisaccount
will acknowledge.

BIRTH OF THE FLYING DISC
It is widely acknowledgedthatdisc play started
on the campuses of Ivy League schools during
the late forties, specificallyat Yaleand Dartmouth.
Early players used cookie can lids and pie tins.
By the early fifties, the pastime had grown to
such fad proportions thatit caused Bill Robes of
Etna, New Hampshire to produce a plasticversion
of the tin lid. A similareffort to thiswas
undertaken by Fred Morrison and Warren
Franscioni on the West Coast. Robes called his
plasticdisc the Space Saucer. By the late fifties,
college and university bookstores around the
country were carrying the Space Saucer. Wham-
0 Manufacturingstepped in and began marketing
Morrison’s work in the form of theirPluto Platter.
In 1958, a year after Wham-0 began selling their
disc, they trademarkedthe name “Frisbee”and
added it to the mold thatmade the Pluto Platter.

THE INTERNATION FRISBEE
TOURNAMENT
Another important event occurred in 1958. Bob
and Jake Healy organized a frisbee game at their
family’sFourth ofJuly celebration in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, the Ball Yard at Eagle
Harbor. This family’sfrisbeeget-togetherbecame
an annual event thatgrew in size and popularity
each year. It became known as the IFT
(International FrisbeeTournament). During the
mid-sixties, the event’s enthusiasmattracted the
attention ofWham-0. The synergy thatdeveloped
betweenWham-0 and the IFT started the modern
era ofdisc sports. The formation of the IFA
(InternationalFrisbeeAssociation) newsletter in
1968 was a direct result. The IFA newsletter
spread information to frisbee enthusiastsin
Canada and the USA. Frisbee players started to
travel to the IFT in huge numbers. By 1970, the
tournament became the Mecca for frisbee
enthusiastsfrom all over the world. The event
fostered the free exchanges of ideas on all types
of frisbee play. This is where the idea of freestyle
as a distinct type ofdisc play got disseminated
to the frisbee community at large.

 

many worthycandidates. Choosing any on the
list of less recognizable names from thisyear’s
FPA Worlds would be acceptable the field was
thatgood. However, it was apparent therewas
a new team thatseparated itself from the rest,
the all female team from Sweden of Karolina
Hagenbjorkand Linda AlmljungTorngren. These
lady shredders had a full on routine and were
able to hold it togetherin rough conditions. They
ended up third in the FPA Womens division in
theirvery first try! These hot jamming Bettys
jammed with no fear and played anythingbut
conservatively. Amazing. Iwould like to mention
the probable influenceof the Swedish jamming
scene and many of the male jammers from there
on theit game but these ladies have made me

forget who theyarell Their own style is clear and
very fun to watch. Look out for them in 2005 and
beyond. Perhaps theycould teach...ohyeah,
now I remember...Jan, Joakim, Stefan and Roland
a coop or two!

05]

THE BERKELY FRISBEE GROUP
The IFT/ I FA newsletter brought togetherWham-
0 and the BFG (BerkeleyFrisbeeGroup). The BFG
was started in the late 196o’s and met regularly
to play frisbee at Sproul Plaza on the campus of
the University of California at Berkeley.The core
of players is a veritable who’s who of freestyle:
Roger Barrett, Chuck Shultz, John “the Dreamer”
Weyand,Victor Malofronte, Dave Book, Jay
Shelton, Bob May, Chuck Pitt, Tom Boda’ and
Steve Sewell. They tookfrisbeeplay beyondmere
the simple throwand catch. They developed new

types of throwsand catches. They were the first
individuals to regard throwingand catching as
an art form. The leadingfreestylersof thisgroup
were John “Dreamer” Weyand and Victor
Malafronte. This pair created the notion of a
freestyle “routine.” Some of the BFG players,
includingMalafronte, attended the IFT where
their impactwas dramatic. Each year they
introduced more refined combinationsof fancy
throwsand trickcatches. A freestyleculture began
to develop. Frisbee notables like John Connelly,
Tom Cleworth,Alan Blake, Scott Dickson, and
John Sappington shared in the development of

(continued on nextpage)
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this new disc art form. The 1973 IFT was especially
significant. Dan “the Stork” Roddick, Bob “Flash”
Eberle and John Kirkland made their first visit.
Irv Kalb and his New Jersey ultimate contingency
were there. Jim Kenner and Ken Westerfield,
widely considered the second freestyle team,
were there.

OCTAD AND THE CANADIAN OPEN,
THE FIRST FREESTYLE
TOURNAMENTS
After the 1973 IFT, Dan Roddick and Bob Eberle
began a feverish period of work that established
the roots of competitive freestyle. First, they laid
the groundwork for a flying disc event called
Octad which was comprised of eight distinct skill
events. Then they published their first issue of
the “Flying Disc World” newsletter in March of
1974.

It was also suggested that the players should be
judged in a manner similar to ice skating and
gymnastics. Dan Roddick’s reply to this
suggestion, “Oh I don’t know, that would be so
subjective. I don’t think it would work too well,”
is a criticism that still reverberates at modern
freestyle events. Jim Palmeri hosted a big disc
golf and double disc court tournament in August
of 1974 that was the backdrop for the burgeoning
freestyle movement. Players spent much of their
free time working on new throws, catches and
tipping. Victor Malafronte showcased behind the
back throws, Irv Kalb displayed accurate and
powerful one finger throws. Doug Corea was
developing aerial between the leg catches. John
Kirkland was trapping high curving shots between
his knees and feet. Multiple tipping became the
latest game of one-upmanship. A two hour rain
delay on Sunday moved the fun indoors. It was
there that Kirkland unveiled the air bounce throw
and by the end of the day, ten consecutive tips
had been achieved. Freestyle was reaching critical
mass. Two weeks later, virtually the same crowd
appeared at the third annual Canadian Open
Frisbee Championships. This event featured the
very first freestyle pairs competition, conceived
by Jim Kenner and Ken Westerfield. Players were
judged by their fellow competitors. Along with
the IFT, Jim and Ken were influenced by the late
Mike “Muk” Young. The pair had been doing
shows for several years before the 1974 Canadian
Open. They thought freestyle was a natural
addition to the traditional guts, distance and
accuracy events that comprised competitions of
that era. The Canadian Open featured eight
freestyle teams. Among the illustrious pairings
were Doug Corea/Jim Palmeri, John Kirkland/Jose
Montalvo, Irv Kalb/Dave Meyers, Dan Roddick
/Bruce Koger, Tom Cleworth/John Connelly and
finally, Jim and Ken. The competitive art form,
which began it’s gestation at Berkeley six years
earlier, was born at the Canadian Open on Sunday
August 18, 1974 at approximately 3:00 PM
Eastern Daylight Savings Time.

•SH

ARTISTIC IMPRESSION, A
SPECTATOR VIEWPOINT
by Sammie Brodeur (Toddy’s much better half )
I’ve been to countless Frisbee events and
watched, I don’t know how many, videos.  I’ve
never given the judging system any thought until
now.  At the FPA Worlds in Rimini I saw a routine
that was so moving it actually brought tears to
my eyes and many others.  I know they had drops
and maybe not the hardest of moves.  I still
thought that they should have won the artistic
impression part of the judging.  I was thinking to
myself, what is artistic impression?  In my
dictionary artistic means: made or done with
taste and skill with an eye to beauty.  Impression
means:  an effect produced on the feelings or
senses.

It seems that the skill part of artistic is taken care
of in the difficulty portion of judging. As I look at
the entire page given to describe artistic
impression for freestyle it doesn’t seem to
describe artistic impression at all.  In a run down
of the categories of artistic impression, teamwork,
flow, form & music choreography, all seem like
they are a part of execution. Variety and diversity
are basically the same thing and also have
nothing to do with artistic impression.
To me, as a spectator, I love when the players
have some fun with their routine and incorporate
props or act out a mini play during their routine.
This is artistic impression.  Artistic impression is
for the spectators as well as a way for the players
to have fun. I have one thought that maybe artistic
impression shouldn’t be a category at all. Then
I have another that if artistic impression is
removed than the players will just focus on the
mechanical part of freestyle and then freestyle
won’t be so well, free.  The category of artistic
impression should be just that. Artistic and
impression leave all that other stuff to difficulty
and execution.

I just finished reading an interview of Neil Young
this morning and the interviewer asked Neil about
The song “cinnamon girl” having the one note
solo that is one of the greatest solos of all time
and Neil’s reply was “yeah, well there are a lot
of different ways to play one note”

•SB

Platinum thanks to: Rik Downs

Octad was held in
May of 1974 and
featured an event
called “Eastern Trick
Catch.” This skill test
consisted of two
players, competing
against one another,
taking turns throwing
the disc back and
forth with points
awarded for trick
throws and catches.
Unfortunately, the
adversarial aspect of
the game left the
players dissatisfied
and a post event
discussion on the
game generated the
suggestion that the
two players should
work together rather
than against each
other.

It was there that

Kirkland unveiled the

air bounce throw and

by the end of the day,

ten consecutive tips

had been achieved.
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To advance it’s essential to play regularly, whether
it’s called practice, training, or whatever. Hope
for an hour+ everyday, but organize yourself to
do something at least a couple times a week,
and have your next jam in the back of your mind.
Practice everyday if possible. Great if you can do
it with somebody, too.

Important: always do some stretch or really easy
warm up moves before you try to put much energy
into the disc; your body will thank you! 10 minutes
or so.

Once you’re sorta limber, think of a subset of
your doable moves to do and do them a few
times.  Then, if you can, link these to be more
consecutive. Get tuned in to the form and flow
you’re achieving as you work with the disc. 10-
20 minutes or so.

Now finally you’re ready to create a learning
moment: you’ve got several moves you’re working
on, of course. Pick one and try immediately to
put into what you’ve just been doing. If the move
sought doesn’t end with a catch, still figure to
catch. Of course you won’t get it the first time,
but what you get besides the binary result of a
drop or not, is a good window on what else is
needed: more Z’s, better angle, more control off
a brush, whatever, to get yourself to the next
touch or to the catch. Keep doing this, 5 to 10
times or at least so long as you experience getting
better at it.  If you can orchestrate your practice
to have a couple-three of these important learning
moments a couple times a week, fantastic! 10-
20 minutes.

I try to incorporate another style of learning into
my practice time. I don’t call it anything, don’t
have a name for it. I just start into a doable move
and just keep going. If I catch, I re-self-set with
a throw using the hand and grip of the catch; if
I drop I reset to where I as just before the drop
and try again. Then catch or not, I go on to some
next doable move, whatever. This gets you to use
both hands for both catching and throwing, and
if you work with you whole body you’ll learn more
about your form and not breaking flow. You might,

Some thoughts
about practicing
by John Titcomb

in fact, “get” one of your hoped-for new moves
for the first time in a section like this. Importantly,
I think some of this is transferable to your moving,
passing, and co-oping in jam situations. Another
10-20 minutes.

Well, that’s about an hour. Cool down. But enough
from me. Everyone I’m sure has something that
works.

Sharing some thoughts about practicing part 2
Arne Bratenstein

Sometimes i am writing down the moves i know
and make a list. that helps me to find new
combinations.  I practice spinning in the living
room, as i want to learn both spins.  Yes, I also
practice alone, like the catching drill from the
zen video.

I also get stuck with the moves i know, then it
helps me to play with more advanced players to
get inspired to try something new.

I watch freestyle videos.

I dream about the z-machine... ;-).  I have this
idea in mind of hooking up a bicycle to an old
turntable to build my own z-machine... maybe
blow up the disc with air pressure from a small
pump...

I know I should do more yoga to be more
flexible...I also found out that how good I play
depends on the mood I am in. Sometimes I get
frustrated and take a break.

•JT

think of a subset of
your doable moves to
do and do them a few
times.  Then, if you
can, link these to be
more consecutive.

It is a place declared by Mr DoubleYou, situated
on the Axis of Evil. It is also called the country of
the quiet mornings. It is the last Stalinist country
of our dear world. It is a Korea, North Korea.

I went to North Korea for a humanitarian mission
in 2002.As a Frisbee lover, in my bag, I brought
a few examples of my favorites friends: A
fastback, a SkyStyler, three golf discs, and two
UltraStar Ultimate discs.

Reading  Orwell’s 1984,  I was entering that crazy
country where no one knew the secret of the
spinning plastic plate!

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is the
most “isolated” country in the world. No links
with the outside world, only a pro “Dear leader”
controlled media, not a single sign of the western
society, no Coca Cola cans, just a 50 years
dictatorship with red flags and omnipresent
portraits.

So the only use of a plastic disc is to eat the daily
rice ration.

But one day a guy came and he started to throw
that plastic disc. After two weeks without playing,
I took the opportunity of a nice wind to go and
practise MTA. Well it’s not so easy to throw a disc
in DPRK. You have to be self confident, since
every time you leave your house a thousand of
eyes are staring at you. It is also a very special
activity when there is no leisure at all for the
people. Nevermind, I went to the party esplanade
and threw my first discs. 20 minutes later a soldier
came to explain me that it was not the place. So
I left.

The time passed and the game became popular.
I found a nice place and a friend to play with.
People were really astonished, especially kids.
The Frisbee became a very good object for the
contact  with people. They could see that all
western faces were not bloody capitalists but
could also become funny lads!

I imported from Canada 30 cheap discs in
September and I’d go on Saturdays to the big
“Kim Il Sung Square” to jam. I started my Frisbee
distribution. I think that most of them ended in
the kitchen, but, the those poor kids had fun. I
could also laugh at the soldiers who were trying
to throw it, by stealing the Frisbee from the kids’
hands, and finishing their throw down to earth.
I think I was the first to introduce a Frisbee in
that country.

•JL

Introducing the
Disc to Korea
by Julien Lecollinet
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catch. Of course you won't get it the first time,
but what you get besides the binaryresult of a
drop or not, is a good window on what else is
needed: more Z's, betterangle, more control off
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ifyou workwithyou whole body you'll learn more
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in fact, “get" one of your hoped-for new moves
for thefirst time in a section like this. Importantly,
I thinksome ofthisis transferableto your moving,
passing,and co-oping in jam situations. Another
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Well, that'sabout an hour. Cool down. But enough
from me. Everyone I'm sure has somethingthat
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Sometimes i am writing down the moves i know
and make a list. thathelps me to find new
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room, as i want to learn both spins. Yes, I also
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came to explain me thatit was not the place.So
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The Frisbee became a very good object for the
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FPA Rankings
2003 End of
Year

Open

Last
Rank Time Name Results
1 1 Coddington, Arthur 1500.75
2 2 Lewis, Dave 1500.75
3 3 Murphy, Dave 1297.25
4 4 Kenny, Paul 1296.50
5 5 Leitner, Tom 1287.50
6 6 Imperiale, Larry 1132.25
7 7 Oberhaus, Ted 1080.50
8 11 Silvey, Randy 1020.50
9 8 Marron, Pat 1020.25
10 9 Rogers, Joel 999.75
11 10 Yarnell, Dan 991.50
12 12 Gauthier, Jake 855.25
13 13 Collerà, Claudio “Clay” 805.75
14 14 Lopez, Pipo 768.50
15 15 Kruger, Jeff 735.25
16 16 Hanes, Steve 680.50
17 17 Brodeur, Toddy 672.75
18 18 Apriani, Lorenzo 664.50
19 22 Gauthier, Matt 651.26
20 19 Wentzel, Sune 631.00
21 20 Botrugno, Fernando 629.50
22 21 Kruger, Cindy 563.75
23 23 Velasquez, Erwin 538.00
24 28 Sanchez, Rodney 537.25
25 24 Fried, Rob 528.25
26 25 Auerbach, Gary 517.75
27 26 Jammer, Skippy 509.26
28 27 Chantiles, Jamie 507.75
29T 29T Arveskär, Joakim 498.75
29T 29T Karlsson, Stefan 498.75
31 31 Sailor, Scott 496.00
32 32 Schiller, Dave 493.50
33 33 Mitchell, Deaton 491.25
34 34 Hudoklin, Joey 450.75
35 35 Doshier, Tristan 445.50
36 37 Scannell, Steve 412.83
37 38 Schneider, Rico 403.75
38 39 O’Malley, John 396.50
39 40 Hughes, Mike 391.50
40 41 Zimmerman, Reto 381.50
41 46 Hunrichs-Silvey, Lisa 381.50
42 42 Regalbuti, Mark 366.00
43 43 Wendt, Brad 364.75
44 44 Williams, Rick 357.25
45 45 Simon, Doug 348.75
46 36 Laubert, Peter 338.25
47 71 Lowry, Mary 330.25
48 47 Karlsson, Roland 325.75
49 48 Mackey, Tim 325.50
50 49 Damiano, Alessandro 325.00

Women

Rank Player Results

1. Kruger, Cindy 1400.00
2. Robbins, Judy 1375.00
3. Hunrichs Silvey, Lisa 1225.00
4. Graves, Anne 1200.00
5. Sanchez, Bethany 1025.00
6. Hagenbjörk, Karolina 905.75
7. Lowry, Mary 850.00
8. Almljung-Törngren, Linda 830.75

The FPA Board approved four changes to the
world rankings for 2004. The philosophy behind
the rankings is simple - earn points for placing
well in tournaments - but the complete system
can be difficult to grasp. Taking a closer look at
the four changes reveals how they might affect
the rankings in interesting and positive ways.

Change #1: Points For More Players

All tournaments will now award points to the top
32 places. In the past, only the big tournaments
went past 16th place. Points have also been
redistributed to reduce top-heaviness in the old
pointscale.

Effect: More Ranked Players: At a few
tournaments each year, the number of players
exceeded the number of ranking points available.
That is less likely to happen in 2004. As long as
there are no more than 32 teams at a tournament,
everyone will get points.

Effect - Ranked Players From Other Divisions
The rankings system allows points to be
distributed beyond the open divisions at a
tournament, so even if you play in an age-
restricted category or an amateur division, you
can score points. With more points up for grabs,
more non-open division players may pick up
points. This helps new players track their
progress and rewards players who only compete
in an occasional age-group competition, but not
at the expense of open division players at the
same competition.

Effect - More Rankings Moves
Through 2003, players really didn’t score big
ranking points unless they placed in the top 3 at
an event. The new point scales cut the gaps
between placings and increase the points for all
but the top places. Placing 5th or 6th used to

9. Daniels, Lori 772.50
10. Pardo, Renee 693.00
11. Bergman, Sarah 605.75
12T. Mossavarrahmani, Gohar 400.00
12T. Mossavarrahmani, Nilofaar 400.00
14T. Ugalde, Tita 383.25
14T. Verish, Beth 383.25
16. Zurn, Mary 300.00
17. Trail, Melissa 275.76
18. Kenny, Cheryl 275.00
19. Schiller, Amy 260.00
20. Carreiro, Amanda 225.00
21. Wolfe, Tam 211.00
22. Titcomb, Rohre 210.34
23. Yabe, Carolyn 192.80
24. Bogenhagen, Terry 140.00
25. Titcomb, Qxhna 128.00

have little effect on a Top 50 player’s rankings
total; now, there is a real possibility that making
the finals will strengthen the ranking of players
ranked 30 - 200+.

Effect: More Competitive Rankings
Because the gaps in the point scales between
any two placements have been narrowed,
achieving a ranking position could become more
competitive. Placing one spot higher at a
tournament can make a big difference.

Exploiting This Rule
The best way to exploit the rankings system is
to host tournaments of any kind and to invite as
many people as possible. Since all tournaments
are created equal, a casual gathering has the
same base points as an advertised, sponsored
event. Of course, if only your unranked cousins
and nieces compete, you will get fewer bonus
points than if you beat the top ten players in the
world.

In the long-term, the best way to exploit this rule
is to compete regularly with the same large group
of people. Everyone gets more points with a large
group. If the same people compete frequently,
they will move up on the rankings and be worth
more bonus points. The more people using the
strategy, the smaller its effect.

Change #2: All Tournaments Are Created Equal

Well, not really. Major tournaments and national
championships have always been distinguished
from other tournaments. Through 2003, events
labeled Tour Events received extra ranking points.
Because there is no active FPA Tour, those events
will be treated the same as any regular
tournament. National championships, which
shared the same point scale with Tour Events,
will continue to receive the upgraded points.

Effect - What Tour?
Since there was no organized Tour and no quality
standards for Tour events, rewarding extra points
didn’t make sense. When the sport is ready to
re-launch an actual tour, we can define what
makes a Tour event better than other tournaments
and whether that merits a rankings reward.

Effect - National Championships Encouraged
There is a real reward for hosting a national
championship. First place gets 200 points versus
125 for other events.
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ranked 30 - 200+.
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are created equal, a casual gatheringhas the
same base points as an advertised, sponsored
event. Of course, ifonlyyour unranked cousins
and nieces compete, you will get fewer bonus
points than ifyou beatthe top ten players in the
world.

In the long-term, the bestway to exploit this rule
is to compete regularlywiththe same large group
of people. Everyone gets more points witha large
group. If the same people compete frequently,
theywillmove up on the rankings and be worth
more bonus points. The more people usingthe
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labeledTour Events received extra ranking points.
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Results

Change #3: Paganello’s Points

Paganello used to be a Tour event. With the
elimination of extra points for Tour events, the
Board felt the tournament needed to be
recognized as the premier European competition.
Even though it’s not called the Italian National
Championships, Paganello is the biggest Italian
tournament (other than Worlds), so for the
purposes of the rankings Paganello will be
considered the Italian National Championships
and receive the upgraded points that go with it.

Effect - Better European Rankings Opportunities
There is a growing trend toward low-key
tournaments worldwide, but most events still
take place in the US. Paganello’s extra points
help European players to keep pace on the
rankings with North Americans who have more
choices of where to compete.

Effect - Paganello As Italian Championships
It’s up to the Italian players, but perhaps
Paganello will evolve into a formal Italian
championship. The top Italian player or team
would be considered Italian champion.

Change #4 - Bonus Points Clarification

The definition of bonus points was originally
worded so that points were awarded when
another team was eliminated from the
competition. With the increasing use of
unconventional formats, the wording was
tweaked to award bonus points when a player
was eliminated from contention but not
necessarily the event.

Effect - More Bonus Points
This rule change will have a microscopic effect
since bonus points were awarded based on the
spirit of the rule up to now anyway. In the future,
players who may not have qualified for bonus
points under the old definition may get them
now. Their rankings have a chance to improve.

If you’re serious about your ranking,
understanding the system can help you achieve
your goals. Remember, rankings are only a
reflection of tournament performance, not who
is the best player, the most talented jammer, or
any other superlative. The best way to improve
your ranking is to improve your game and kick
butt in competition. If that fits with your freestyle
goals, great. If not, don’t let the rankings influence
how to achieve happiness in the sport.

•AC

FPA Worlds Results
Sep 5-7, 2003

Womens
1. Lisa Silvey/Cindy Kruger
2. Anne Graves/Judy Robbins
3. Linda Almljung Torngren/Karolina Hagenbjork

Coop
1. Paul Kenny/Tom Leitner/Sune Wentzel
2. Arthur Coddington/Dave Murphy/Dave Lewis
3. Jeff Kruger/Reto Zimmerman/Toddy Brodeur
4. Jake Gauthier/Pat Marron/Larry Imperiale
5. Lorenzo Apriani/Fernando Botrugno/Clay
Collera
6. Pipo Lopez/Scott Sailor/Ted Oberhaus

Mixed
1. Lisa Silvey/Arthur Coddington
2. Bethany Sanchez/Rodney Sanchez
3. Anne Graves/Pipo Lopez
4. Karolina Hagenbjork/Roland Karlsson
5. 5.  Condy Kruger/Paul Kenny
6. Judy Robbins/Dave Murphy

Open
1. Dave Lewis/Arthur Coddington
2. Pat Marron/Tom Leitner
3. Clay Collera/Paul Kenny
4. Dave Murphy/Ted Oberhaus
5. Jake Gauthier/Randy Silvey
6. Larry Imperiale/Joel Rogers
7. Reto Zimmerman/Sune Wentzel
8. Stefan Karlsson/Joakim Arveskar

AZ States Results
November 8-9, 2003

Semifinal A
1 Lasher / Robbins 13.00
2 J. Kruger / R. Sanchez 14.00
3 Harper / Simon 29.00
4 Damon / Pellicane 41.00
5 Daniels / B. Sanchez 46.00
6 Caplin / Titcomb 47.00
7T C. Horn / M. Horn / S. Horn 68.00
7T J. Cohn / T. Cohn 68.00
9 Hesselberth / Paulsen 79.00
10 Cole /  Shelton 88.00

Semifinal B
1st Matt Gauthier/Randy Silvey
2nd Lisa Silvey/Mary Lowry/Cindy Kruger
3rd Anne Graves/Tom Gleason
4th John Houck/Matt Hull (seed busting from 8th
to 4th!)
5th Brad Wendt/Mike Hughes

6th Bill Wright/John Schiller
7th Rob Kapnik/Brian Steffen
8th Beth Verish/Tita Ugalde
9th John Elsner/Jim Elsner

Finals
1st Randy Silvey/Matt Gauthier
2nd tie Lisa Silvey/Mary Lowry/Cindy Kruger
2nd tie Rodney Sanchez/Jeff Kruger
4th Judy Robbins/Tom Lasher
5th Anne Graves/Tom Gleason
6th Craig Simon/ Lee Harper
7th John Houck/Matt Hull
8th Tony Pellican/Conrad Damon

Narragansett, RI
July 27,2003

Open-Pairs
1st Carlos “Pipo” Lopez—Doug “Fresh” Simon
2nd Rick Williams—Steve Scannell
3rd Gary Auerbach—Anne Graves
4th Todd Brodeur---Scotti Sailor
5th Rik Downs—Carl Emerson
6th Steve Vinoski --  Ryan Vinoski

Mixed-Pairs
1st Carlos “Pipo” Lopez—Anne Graves
2nd Todd Brodeur –Nikki Nicholson
3rd Doug Fresh – Jill Simon
4th Steve Scannell –Anne Goh

Conspicuously On The Sidelines
Chris DePalo
Ted Oberhaus
Alan Caplin (Head Judge)
Don Baker
Steve Fitzgerald
Mark “Kuda” Kudarouskis

Romashred
Di Vino Beach
Capociotta, Italy
September 20, 2003

1. Lorenzo Apriani
2. Edoardo Favorini
3. Fernando Botrugno
4. Alessandro Damiano
5. Roberto Loppi
6. Paolo Mirabelli
7. Luca Gagliardi
8. Andrea “Pitone” Farnocchia
9. Paolo Cipolloni
10. Carlo Sestieri
11. Andrea Ienca

(continued on next page)
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(continued on nextpage)
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12. Serge Marconi
13. Raffaele Pilla

Final
1. Lorenzo Apriani
2. Edoardo Favorini
3. Fernando Botrugno
4. Alessandro Damiano

Semifinal (winner advances to the final)
1. Edoardo Favorini
2. Roberto Loppi
3. Paolo Mirabelli

7th place playoff:
1. Luca Gagliardi
2. Andrea “Pitone” Farnocchia
3. Paolo Cipolloni
4. Carlo Sestieri

11th place playoff:
1. Andrea Ienca
2. Serge Marconi
3. Raffaele Pilla

Consolation Round 1 (top 2 advance to 7th place
playoff ):
1. Carlo Sestieri
2. Andrea “Pitone” Farnocchia
3. Andrea Ienca

Consolation Round 2 (top 2 advance to 7th place
playoff ):
1. Luca Gagliardi
2. Paolo Cipolloni
3. Rafaelle Pilla
4. Serge Marconi

Round 1 (winner advances to the final)

Pool A
1. Lorenzo Apriani
2. Roberto Loppi
3. Luca Gagliardi
4. Rafaelle Pilla

Pool B
1. Alessandro Damiano
2. Paolo Mirabelli
3. Carlo Sestieri
4. Serge Marconi

Pool C
1. Fernando Botrugno
2. Edoardo Favorini
3. Andrea “Pitone” Farnocchia
4. Andrea Ienca
5. Paolo Cipolloni

(Results cont. from  p. 25)

To put it simply, the FPA board plans to reallocate
volunteer energy to the task of using online media
to channel the majority of freestyle promotions
and information to the public. What will this mean
exactly? Initial goals are for the FPA website to
become a resource looked to for consistent and
timely event data and reviews delivered in a
richer format (meaning more color, and
eventually, much more video). What form this
will take on the site remains to be developed,
whether it amounts to an encapsulated webzine,
or structured in some other fashion. Many factors
will be considered, including (but not limited to)
intuitive usability, and update-ability.

Getting the website up and running was a major
(emphasis for Larry Imperiale on the word major)
accomplishment, but we’ve really only begun to
scratch the surface of the potential of the site as
a promotional, education, and information tool.
Our aim is to shift the input that went into the
forum towards the website so it can begin to
take on more of a load, reach a much wider
audience while doing so,  and in turn allow more
leverage for the organization.

Naturally the Board intends to fill the
(membership value add) hole that the forum will
be leaving behind. Numerous ideas are being
tossed around, including (but not limited to) an
educational piece produced in color. We’ll keep
you posted. There’s been plenty of talk revolving
around merchandising as well. Send in your
ideas, the board would like to hear them.

On behalf of the board and the membership I’d
like to relay sincere thanks to all the writers,
editors, photographers who have helped all of
us enjoy our sport that much more through the
forum (after all, who doesn’t like to see their
name in print). Special props to past designers
and editors as well...you know who you are.

Cheers,
Bob Boulware

(”Farewell” cont. from  p. 25)
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(Results cont. from p. 25)
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will be considered, including(but not limited to)
intuitive usability,and update-ability.

Gettingthewebsite up and running was a major
(emphasisfor Larry Imperiale on theword major)
accomplishment,but we've really only begun to
scratch thesurface of the potential of the site as
a promotional,education, and informationtool.
Our aim is to shift the input thatwent into the
forum towards thewebsite so it can begin to
take on more of a load, reach a much wider
audiencewhiledoing so, and in turn allow more
leverage for the organization.

Naturallythe Board intends to fillthe
(membershipvalue add) hole thatthe forum will
be leavingbehind.Numerous ideas are being
tossed around, including(but not limited to) an
educational piece produced in color. We'll keep
you posted. There's been plenty of talk revolving
around merchandisingas well. Send in your
ideas, the board would like to hear them.

On behalfof the board and the membership I’d
like to relay sincere thanksto all thewriters,
editors, photographerswho have helped all of
us enjoy our sport thatmuch more throughthe
forum (after all, who doesn't like to see their
name in print). Special props to past designers
and editors as well...you know who you are.

Cheers,
Bob Boulware
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www.freestyledisc.org

864 Grand Ave. Ste 475
San Diego, CA 92109

F R E E S T Y L E
P L A Y E R S  A S S O C I A T I O N

Renew, or inspire
another disc
enthusiast to join!
Your support helps
spread the jam and
fuels the FPA,
helping to keep
this great sport
running strong!

FPA Membership Form
Join the fun now! Become a member of the dynamic sport of freestyle and receive the latest news and information
on tournaments, festivals and demonstrations. This form reflects the latest changes to membership.
(select only one box in this section)

 $20 JAMMER Includes disc, 12 month FPA FORUM subscription, permission to compete in FPA sponsored events (except 

FPA Worlds) in the current calendar year. Check also if you’re a junior (17 or younger).

 $50 COMPETITOR (see payment discounts below) Includes disc, 12 month FPA FORUM subscription, voting privileges, 20%

discount on FPA merchandise and eligibility to compete at FPA tournaments in the same calander year and win prize money.

      $45 Check if postmarked after May 1st but before the FPA World Championships of the same calander year.

      $40 Check here if postmarked before May 1st.       $40 Check for non-US competitors (no time restrictions).

 $100 PLATINUM Membership. Includes special recognition as FPA benefactor in the FPA Forum and FPA website, disc, 12 

month FORUM subscription, voting privileges, 20% discount on FPA merchandise and eligibility to compete at FPA tournaments

and win prize money.)

Name:_______________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________City_____________State/Province______Phone:_______________

Zip Code__________Country_______E-Mail:_________________________Birthdate (mm/dd/yy):____________

 Discraft Skystyler      Wham-O 165g      Wham-O 100 mold*
*please write the FPA to insure availability

© Copyright Freestyle Players Association

Make checks or money orders
(in USD) payable to:

Freestyle Players Association
864 Grand Ave. Ste 475
San Diego, CA 92109
(or visit www.freestyledisc.org to pay with paypal)

With your membership, you have a choice of disc with the current
FPA premium design (shown on right). Please indicate preference:

F PA  F O R U M

SPREAD THE JAM

Thank you for your support.

FPA Membership Form
Join thefun now! Become a memberof thedynamicsport of freestyleand receive thelatest news and information
on tournaments, festivals and demonstrations.This form reflects the latest changes to membership.
(select only one box in thissection)

$20 JAMMER Includes disc, 12 month FPA FORUM subscription, permission to compete in FPA sponsored events (except
FPA Worlds) in the current calendaryear. Check also ifyou’re a junior (17 or younger).
$50 COMPETITOR (see payment discounts below) Includes disc, 12 month FPA FORUM subscription, voting privileges, 20%
discount on FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments in thesame calander year and win prize money.

$45 Check if postmarkedafter May 1st but before the FPA World Championships of the same calander year.
$40 Check here if postmarkedbefore May 1st. $40 Check for non-US competitors (no time restrictions).

$100 PLATINUM Membership. Includes special recognition as FPA benefactorin the FPA Forum and FPA website, disc, 12

month FORUM subscription, voting privileges,20% discount on FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments
and win prize money.)

Name:

Address: City State/Province Phone:

Zip Code Country E-Mail: Birthdate (mm/dd/yy):

Make checks or money orders
With your membership,you have a choice of disc with the current
FPA premium design (shown on right). Please indicate preference:
I Discraft Skystyler I: Wham-0 165g 3 Wham-0 100 moId*
*please write the FPA to insure availability

(in USD) payable to:

FreestylePlayers Association
864 Grand Ave. Ste 475
San Diego, CA 92109
(or visit www.freestyIedisc.orgto pay with paypal)

I
I

© Copyright FreestylePlayers Association I
I

F R E E S T Y L E
PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

www.freestyledisc.org
864 Grand Ave. Ste 475
San Diego, CA 92109

 

Thank you for your support.

SPREAD THE JA|\/I

Renew, or inspire
another disc
enthusiastto join!
Your support helps
spread thejam and
fuels the FPA,
helping to keep
this great sport
running strong! 


